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1) Introduction

Let’s go on a short journey through time, right back 
to the 9th c. 1100 years – admittedly that is a very 
long time ago. Being scientists and researchers to-

day, we would have belonged to the learned circles back 
then too, having been either a monk or a nun and prob-
ably even belonged to the higher clergy. We were not 
only privileged enough to know how to read and write 
but also had access to the library at an abbey and the 
learned books therein, perhaps working away busily in 
a scriptorium copying unknown treasures. Beside our 
mother tongue we were as fluent in Latin as we are 
in English today. and still that would not have been 
enough – we are curious: We had the chance to listen to 
colleagues from the East speaking Greek, even chanting 
in Greek perhaps. it is the most exotic language we have 
heard so far – and one of the languages of the Bible. 
Suddenly everything Greek and Byzantine has become 
the height of fashion in the learned circles. Why not try 
it out too? There are some rare manuscripts in the ab-
bey’s library containing Latin-Greek glossaries and even 
alphabets showing how to read and write Greek letters. 
it would be so fascinating to read the Bible in one of the 
holy languages! and to be quite honest – chanting the 
whole day in Latin we have known all our lives. Would 
not chants in Greek be just that bit more exciting?

unfortunately, there does not exist a real account as 
to why ordinary chants with Greek text (Gloria/Doxa/
Δόξα, Credo/pisteuo/Πιστεύω, Sanctus/Hagios/Ἅγιος 
and agnus Dei/amnos tu theu/Ἀμνὸς τοῦ θεοῦ) sud-
denly start to appear in Western manuscripts during 
the second half of the 9th c. Neither is it known if they 
were assembled in one and the same scriptorium. Later 
scientists will give this phenomenon the unfortunate 
title Missa graeca as if it were a real “mass”, created on 
purpose for a special feast by certain persons – much like 
a later-day officium. in fact manuscript tradition rather 
points to a random inclusion of one or more of the or-
dinary chants and not to a “composition” of the whole 
set of all four chants (as has been shown by Charles 
atkinson already).1 

various theories, hypotheses and time frames regard-
ing the emergence of Greek-texted chants in the West 
have been raised during the last 150 years:2 Some schol-
ars believe that they existed already under Charlemagne 
(747–814), others think that they came into existence 
under Louis the pious (778–840) or under his son Charles 
the Bald (840–877). So far the possibility that they were 
created under Charlemagne as propagated by Levy seems 
the most unlikely, because there is no proof at all for 

1 kacZynski, Bernice M.: Greek in the Carolingian Age: The 
St. Gall Manuscripts, Cambridge/Mass. 1988, p. 102: “The man-
uscript tradition of the Greek chants therefore offers little 
support for the notion of a codified Missa graeca in the ninth 
century. instead, it more closely resembles the apparently ca-
pricious transmission of the corresponding ordinary chants 
in Latin.”

2 an exhaustive bibliography on the Missa graeca can be 
found in atkinson, Charles M.: “Missa graeca. Messe”, in: Musik 
in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Sachteil 6 (1997), col. 221.
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Levy’s assumption of a hypothetical archetype of the Missa graeca reaching Benevent around 
the year 800. There does not even exist a Beneventan manuscript with parts of the Missa 
graeca.3 an emergence under Louis the pious or Charles the Bald is more plausible because the 
first preserved manuscripts point to the 9th c. and – as will be seen according to the hypotheses 
presented in this article – a later date under Charles the Bald is favoured here.

Therefore this article will present new approaches to problems regarding the time-frame 
and the environment of the Missa graeca resulting from the past two years of the author’s 
current research project:

2) 9th c. sacramentaries with Greek ordinary chants
During the second half of the 9th c. Greek-texted ordinary chants suddenly appear in four out 
of altogether seven West-Frankish sacramentaries. They contain the Greek chant-texts without 
neumes, only one – paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Cod. lat. 2291 – includes a Doxa, 
whose beginning shows palaeo-Frankish neumes.4 We can therefore assume that the chants 
were actually meant to be sung and that they were on the verge of getting neumated. The only 
sacramentary containing all four ordinary chants is paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Cod. 
lat. 2290, the others only include the Doxa and the pisteuo, resp. the Doxa and the Hagios.5 
Since andré Boutemy’s study on the so-called “Franco-Saxon Style”, these sacramentaries have 
been regarded as being connected with the Benedictine abbey of Saint-amand for palaeographic 
as well as art historical reasons:6

TaBLE 1: Sacramentaries of Saint-Amand78

Leningrad (today St petersburg), Na-
tional Library Q.v.i 41 fol. 10v Doxa, Hagios 

Stockholm, Kungliga biblioteket a 136 fol. 15v–16v Doxa, pisteuo

paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France Cod. lat. 2290 fol. 7v–8v Doxa, pisteuo, Hagios, 
o amnos7

paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France Cod. lat. 2291 fol. 16r–16v Doxa, pisteuo8

in 1977 the Benedictine scholar and monk Jean Deshusses published an article9 on the 9th 
c. sacramentaries which was to become the most cited one on these manuscripts. There is no 
doubt that – as Deshusses states10 – the scriptorium of Saint-amand was very prolific during 

3 levy, Kenneth: “The Byzantine Sanctus and its Modal Tradition in East and West”, Annales Mu-
sicologiques 6 (1958-1963), pp. 7-67, here p. 36; idem: Gregorian Chant and the Carolingians, princeton 
1998, p. 90; idem: “Charlemagne’s archetype of Gregorian Chant”, Journal of the American Musicological 
Society 40 (1987), pp. 1-30, http://www.jstor.org/stable/831580, here pp. 8, 15. See the comment in at-
kinson, Charles M.: “Zur Entstehung und Überlieferung der ‘Missa graeca’”, Archiv für Musikwissenschaft 
39/2 (1982), pp. 113-145, http://www.jstor.org/stable/930635, here p. 140 and footnote 55; idem: “Further 
Thoughts on the origin of the Missa graeca”, in: cahn, peter – heimer, ann-Katrin: De musica et cantu. 
Studien zur Geschichte der Kirchenmusik und der Oper. Helmut Hucke zum 60. Geburtstag, Hildesheim 
1993, pp. 75-93, here p. 77f. and footnote 12, as well as my article “Missa graeca: Mythen und Fakten um 
griechische Gesänge in westlichen Handschriften”, in: Byzanz zwischen orient und okzident. veröffent-
lichungen des Leibniz-WissenschaftsCampus Mainz (forthcoming).

4 See also handschin, Jacques: “Eine alte Neumenschrift”, Acta musicologica 22 (1950), pp. 69-97, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/931794, and idem: “Notitiae zu ‘Eine alte Neumenschrift’”, Acta musico-
logica 25 (1953), pp. 78-88, here p. 87f., http://www.jstor.org/stable/931678; atkinson, Ch. M.: “Further 
Thoughts” ( note 3), p. 85.

5 atkinson, Ch. M.: “Zur Entstehung” ( note 3), p. 141 and atkinson, Ch. M.: “Further Thoughts” 
( note 3), p. 85.

6 Boutemy, andré: “Le style franco-saxon, style de Saint-amand”, Scriptorium 3 (1949), pp. 260-264, 
https://www.persee.fr/doc/scrip_0036-9772_1949_num_3_2_2238.

7 online scans: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8423836x/f20.image.r=2290.langDE.
8 online scans: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84274502/f37.image.r=2291.langDE.
9 deshusses, Jean: “Chronologie des grands sacramentaires de Saint-amand”, Revue Bénédictine 87 

(1977), pp. 230-237, https://doi.org/10.1484/J.rB.4.00888.
10 deshusses, J.: “Chronologie” ( note 9), p. 234, describes the scriptorium of Saint-amand as a kind 

of publishing house to which various clients would have entrusted the task of executing a rich work for 
them. Thus the manuscripts are supposed to have been furnished for each client with the same calligra-
phy and decoration but with texts according to the requirements of the receiving abbey.

http://www.jstor.org/stable/831580
http://www.jstor.org/stable/930635
http://www.jstor.org/stable/931794
http://www.jstor.org/stable/931678
https://www.persee.fr/doc/scrip_0036-9772_1949_num_3_2_2238
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8423836x/f20.image.r=2290.langDE
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84274502/f37.image.r=2291.langDE
https://doi.org/10.1484/J.RB.4.00888
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the second half of the 9th c. and might have produced manuscripts on demand.11 But Deshusses 
also claims that the sacramentaries had been commissioned by the West Frankish king Charles 
the Bald (823–877) at the Benedictine abbey of Saint-amand, in order to donate them to vari-
ous monasteries and churches in his realm to commemorate important events.12 – indeed a 
“seductive” theory as McKitterick admits,13 but the problem remains that Deshusses’s claim 
rests solely on the observation that the sacramentaries resemble in some ways the decoration 
of Charles the Bald’s Bible (paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Cod. lat. 2). although Saint-
amand enjoyed a great deal of royal patronage and was closely connected to Charles the Bald,14 
whose own son Lothar (?–865) was abbot of the monastery between 861 and 865, there is 
unfortunately no proof that Charles ever commissioned these manuscripts in order to donate 
them to various abbeys.15 The only fact we have got is that the sacramentaries distinguish St 
amandus but also various other saints, giving credence to the assumption that they might 
indeed have been copied not for Saint-amand itself but for other connected abbeys.

Deshusses also tried to date and arrange the sacramentaries at intervals of four years. in 
order to deter mine which of them was older than the other he did not take into account any 
palaeographic characteristics but sorted them according to their additions to the Hadrianum.16 
as for Charles the Bald’s alleged commission of the manuscripts, Deshusses tried to find a his-
torical event which would concur with the date he had given each manuscript, e.g. Leningrad 
Q.v.i 41 would thus have been ordered by Charles in 862 or 863 for Bishop reginelme/rainelme 
of Tournai-Noyon, who married Charles’s daughter Judith to Count Baldwin of Flanders.17 

TaBLE 2: Deshusses’s hypothesis

Leningrad Q.v.i 41 ca. 863 for Tournai for Bishop reginelme of Tournai-Noyon, who married 
Charles’s daugther Judith to Count Baldwin of Flanders 

paris BN lat. 2290 ca. 867 for St Denis, when Charles assumed the title of abbot of St Denis

paris BN lat. 2291 ca. 871 for St Germain-des-prés, when its abbot Gozlin also became abbot 
of St amand

Stockholm a 136 ca. 871 for Sens when Hincmar of rheims was replaced in the royal 
favour by archbishop anségise of Sens

The problem regarding Deshusses’s assertions is that since 1977 they have mostly been 
excepted as facts and repeated in the secondary literature again and again without question-
ing his lack of sources (although he himself made some revisions in another article two years 
later and in his book Sacramentaire Gregorien he did not mention his hypothesis any more). 
Since these sacramentaries are essential for dating and placing the emergence of the Missa 
graeca-chants, we are forced to re-evaluate the situation.

11 Paxton, Frederick S.: Christianizing Death: The Creation of a Ritual Process in Early Medieval Europe, 
ithaca 1990, p. 169: “Loyal to the West Frankish king, Charles the Bald, the abbots of St-amand placed the 
considerable resources of the monastery’s library and scriptorium at his disposal.” See also mckitterick, 
rosamond: “Charles the Bald (823–877) and his Library: The patronage of Learning”, English Historical 
Review 95 (1980), pp. 28-47, http://www.jstor.org/stable/569081, here p. 43: “in the second half of the 
ninth century in particular, the scriptorium appears to have been at the height of its powers, producing 
a number of books on request for various monasteries and cathedral churches.” Cf. also her case study 
of the scriptorium in her article “Carolingian Book production: Some problems”, The Library 6-12 (1990), 
pp. 1-33, https://doi.org/10.1093/library/s6-12.1.1, here pp. 14-29.

12 See also the revision of this article deshusses, Jean: “Encore les sacramentaires de Saint-amand”, 
Revue Bénédictine 89 (1979), pp. 310-312, https://doi.org/10.1484/J.rB.4.00954. For details about these 
sacramentaries see also atkinson, Ch. M.: “Zur Entstehung” ( note 3), p. 141, footnote 62; mckitterick, 
r.: “Charles the Bald” ( note 11), p. 43, counts the fragment Wien 958 also among the sacramentaries 
and therefore speaks of eight codices.

13 mckitterick, r.: “Carolingian Book production” ( note 11), p. 32.
14 Cf. ibid., p. 16.
15 deshusses, J.: “Chronologie” ( note 9), p. 233f.
16 Ibid., p. 234f.
17 délisle, Léopold: Mémoire sur d’anciens sacramentaires, paris 1886, p. 398, http://catalogue.bnf.

fr/ark:/12148/cb303182237. Hincmar of reims, Annales Bertiniani, cited after Die Annalen von St. Bertin 
und St. Vaast (ed. Julius von Jasmund). Berlin 1857, p. 92.

http://www.jstor.org/stable/569081
https://doi.org/10.1093/library/s6-12.1.1
https://doi.org/10.1484/J.RB.4.00954
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb303182237
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb303182237
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i have therefore tried to get as much new literature on the sacramentaries as possible in 
order to deter mine more accurately their date and origin and it becomes clear that they have 
been dated too early:

TaBLE 3: New dating1819202122

Leningrad Q.v.i 41 ca. 870 Saint-amand

Bischoff’s19 later dating of Leningrad to at least 870 seems more 
realistic than Deshusses’s in 863 only because Charles the Bald’s 
daughter was married in this year by the Bishop of Tournai-Noyon. 
it is also still unclear if the manuscript was produced in Saint-
amand for Tournai: St amandus is mentioned very often, but also 
St piatus, who is the principal saint for Tournai. Nevertheless it 
seems reasonable that Saint-amand being a famous scriptorium 
to have copied this manuscript which could then have gone to 
Tournai which is only 20 km away.

Stockholm a 136 ca.
870/75–880 Saint-amand it is clear from the additions to the codex that it came to Sens 

only later on.

paris BN lat. 2290 ca. 875–883
Saint-amand 
or (for) 
Saint-Denis

This manuscript is especially hard to place as both saints – aman-
dus and Dionysius – are distinguished here. Due to the mentioning 
of abbot Gozlin (like in pa 2291), either a date around 875 seems 
plausible, when he was Charles’s chancellor or later when Gozlin 
was already abbot of St Denis which he became in 878. perhaps an 
even later date may apply, because there is the remark “et regibus 
nostris” at the end of the “Te igitur” on fol. 20v, which might refer 
to the situation after the division of the Frankish realm in 880. 
it is also known that in 883 abbot Gozlin granted sanctuary to 
monks from Saint-amand fleeing the Northmen.20 

paris BN lat. 2291 ca. 875–877 
or 881–883 Saint-amand

in both pa 2291 and Stockholm a 136 the word rex is replaced by 
imperator, thus probably indicating the time when Charles the 
Bald was already emperor (875–877).21 Sometimes an even later 
date around 881–883 is given.22 Furthermore it has been shown 
by recent research that the codex was produced in Saint-amand 
and not Saint-Germain.23

Taking a look at the approximative dates of the four sacramentaries in table 3 one can see 
that they are much closer together than previously assumed by Deshusses. They all seem to 
have been copied in the 870s or early 880s. This is also backed up by a recent art historical 
assessment of the sacramentaries.23

3) Nonmusical manuscripts
another approach is to look at manuscripts which have hitherto not been considered in regard 
to the Missa graeca. it is known though that Greek-texted ordinary chants cannot only be 
found in musical manuscripts but also in several glossaries, psalters or grammars:24

18 Bischoff, Bernhard: Katalog der festländischen Handschriften des neunten Jahrhunderts, 2: Laon – 
Paderborn, Wiesbaden 2004, p. 85.

19 decker-heuer, andrea: Studien zur Memorialüberlieferung im frühmittelalterlichen Paris, Sigma-
ringen 1998, p. 199, footnote 152.

20 köhler, Wilhelm – mütherich, Florentine (eds.): Die karolingischen Miniaturen, 7: Die frankosäch-
sische Schule, Wiesbaden 2009, p. 246.

21 haggh, Barbara: “B. Ferretti, una notazione neumatica della Francia del Nord (Novalesa, 2003)” 
[review], Bulletin Codicologique 58/2 (2004), p. 160.

22 Ibid.
23 See köhler, W. – mütherich, F. (eds.): Frankosächsische Schule ( note 21), p. 37ff., which shows 

a similar dating, with Leningrad older than the near contemporary Stockholm a 136 and pa 2290. pa 
2291 is not counted among the Saint-amand sacramentaries in this study.

24 Cf. atkinson, Ch. M.: “Zur Entstehung” ( note 3), p. 118, footnote 26: “Wichtig ist der Hinweis, 
daß sich die Texte, gelegentlich auch die Melodien dieser Gesänge zuweilen in nicht-liturgischen Mss. wie 
Grammatiken, alphabetreihen und Miszellensammlungen aufgezeichnet finden.”
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25 online scans: https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_reg.lat.215.
26 contreni, John J. – Ó néill, pádraig p.: Glossae divinae historiae: The Biblical Glosses of John Scottus 

Eriugena, Florence 1997, p. 7, think 876 more probable than 877.
27 Ibid., p. 9.
28 délisle, Léopold: Le Cabinet des manuscrits de la Bibliothèque impériale, vol. 1, paris 1868, p. 389, 

http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb36636608q, states that a scribe called “aimericus” seems to have 
written several parts of the manuscripts because on fol. 32r it says “aymericus scripsit monachus”. See 
also contreni, J. J. – Ó néill, p. p.: Glossae divinae historiae ( note 27), p. 9, footnote 28.

29 online scans: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b550008210/f133.image.
30 Berschin, Walter: Griechisch-lateinisches Mittelalter. Von Hieronymus zu Nikolaus von Kues, Bern 

1980, p. 172f.: “Der griechische ‘Sedulius-psalter’ ist mit seinen griechisch-lateinischen Beigaben ein so 
hervorragendes Zeugnis von Griechischstudien im iX. Jahrhundert, daß man ihn ungern als einen ver-
sprengten Findling in der Geistesgeschichte stehen läßt.” See also herren, Michael W.: “Sedulius Scottus 
and the Knowledge of Greek”, in: moran, pádraic – WarntJes, immo (eds.): Early Medieval Ireland and 
Europe: Chronology, Contacts, Scholarship. A Festschrift for Dáibhí Ó Cróinín, Turnhout 2015, pp. 515-536, 
https://doi.org/10.1484/M.STT-EB.5.103134, here p. 524.

31 online scans: www.bl.uk/manuscripts/viewer.aspx?ref=cotton_ms_galba_a_xviii_f002v.
32 chaPPell, William: “on the use of the Greek Language, written phonetically, in the Early Service 

Books of the Church of England; and on the Earliest System of Musical Notation upon Lines and Spaces, 
one hitherto unnoticed, and seemingly peculiar to English use”, Archaeologia 46/2 (1881), pp. 389-402, 
here p. 394f., http://hdl.handle.net/1802/15310.

33 online scans: http://diglib.hab.de/mss/86-weiss/start.htm?image=00443.
34 online scans: www.bl.uk/manuscripts/viewer.aspx?ref=harley_ms_5642_f047v.
35 See krumBacher, Karl: “Eine neue Handschrift des Dositheus und der interpretamenta Leidensia 

(Codex Harleianus 5642)”, Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. Klasse 3 (1883), 
pp. 193-203, http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:824-dtl-0000062887; kacZynski, B. m.: Greek in the 
Carolingian Age ( note 1), p. 50ff.

36 online scans: www.bl.uk/manuscripts/viewer.aspx?ref=royal_ms_2_a_xx_fs001r.
37 See the description at www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=royal_MS_2_a_XX.

TaBLE 4: Nonmusical manuscripts

Bibliotheca 
apostolica 
vaticana

reg. lat. 21526 fol. 
130v–131v 876/7727

a Latin Glossary from either the Benedictine abbey of 
Fleury or the canonry Saint-Martin in Tours containing 
a Doxa and a pisteuo beside glosses by Haimo of aux-
erre and John Sottus Eriugena (fol. 88r–106r) as well as 
Gottschalk of orbais’s grammatical anthology. Closely 
connected to reg. lat. 215 is:28 

paris, 
Bibliothèque 
nationale de 
France

Cod. lat. 4883a fol. 32v 1st quarter 
11th c.

a manuscript from Saint-Martial of Limoges, containing 
the Biblical glosses (fol. 7ra–19rb) and also the Scholica 
graecarum glossarum (fol. 22r–27r)29 as well as a Doxa 
and a pisteuo.

paris, 
Bibliothèque 
de l’arsenal

Cod. 8407, the 
autograph psal-
ter of Sedulius 
Scotus30

fol. 64r 9th c.
This psalter from Nicolas-des-prés de verdun contains a 
pisteuo, o amnos and Hagios o theos as well as a Nyn 
apolieis and a pater imon.31

London, 
British 
Library

Cotton MS Galba 
a Xviii, psalter 
of King Æthel-
stan32

fol. 
200r–200v

9th c., Greek 
parts 1st half 
10th c.

Greek litany, o amnos, pater imon, pisteuo and beginning 
of Hagios.33

Herzog august 
Bibliothek 
Wolfenbüttel

Weißenburg 8634 fol. 
216r–217r mid 8th c.

a manuscript from Tours with grammatical texts con-
taining a Doxa, Magnificat (Megalynei i psychi mou) and 
Benedictus (Eulogitos Kyrios o theos).

London, 
British 
Library

Harley 564235 fol. 47v 9th/10th c.
The Saint-Gall provenance is not secure; it contains gram-
matical texts, a glossary as well as a Doxa and a Hagios 
after the Hermeneumata Pseudo-Dositheana.36 

London, 
British 
Library

royal 2. a. xx37 fol. 28r 8th–10th c.

a decorated prayerbook from England with extracts 
from the gospels, liturgy, apocrypha and glosses. Due to 
its text and decoration it is linked to a group of South-
umbrian prayerbooks known as the “Tiberius Group”.38

https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Reg.lat.215
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb36636608q
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb36636608q
https://doi.org/10.1484/M.STT-EB.5.103134
www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=cotton_ms_galba_a_xviii_f002v
http://hdl.handle.net/1802/15310
http://diglib.hab.de/mss/86-weiss/start.htm?image=00443
www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=harley_ms_5642_f047v
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:824-dtl-0000062887
www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=royal_ms_2_a_xx_fs001r
www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Royal_MS_2_A_XX
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of the above named manuscripts the article will focus on reg. lat. 215 and its close younger 
relative pa 4883a which was probably copied directly from it. They both contain the Glossae 
divinae historiae, which Contreni and Lendinara have attributed to John Scottus38 and another 
series of glosses which are those of Haimo of auxerre.39 Furthermore they also include the 
Scholica graecarum glossarum and a Doxa and a pisteuo. it is not known of course if there 
existed a tradition of including Greek-texted ordinary chants in manuscripts containing the 
Biblical glosses and the Scholica40, but the scribe of pa 4883a must have regarded the Doxa 
and pisteuo important enough in order to include them both. 

reg. lat. 215 is the earliest preserved manuscript with this content, but it might have been 
copied from an earlier exemplar from the time between 862 and 876.41 also the fact that the 
Biblical glosses date from between 830 and 85042 and the Scholica from the 850s or early 860s43 
point to an earlier tradition. of course, no one knows if such an earlier manuscript might have 
also had Greek-texted ordinary chants.

The interesting fact about the Glossae and the Scholica regarding the Missa graeca is that 
the words are transliterated into Latin characters44 and not written with Greek letters as might 
be assumed. also Laistner’s comment on the Scholica is revealing and calls to mind the Missa 
graeca-texts: “[…] the spelling of some of the Greek words in Latin characters, and occasional 
wrong interpretations of a Greek word point the way to two interesting generalisations. in 
the first place the pronunciation of Greek at this time – the evidence is chiefly for the vowel 
sounds – was clearly similar to that still in use in Modern Greek; secondly the tuition given by 
Greek teachers seems to have been mainly oral, so that the pupil with but slight knowledge 
wrote down the word as well as he could phonetically […].”45 

Comparing the spelling in the Scholica with that of the Missa graeca-texts in the 9th c. 
sacramentaries there are the following common characteristics46: 

TaBLE 5: Common spelling mistakes in the Scholica and the Missa graeca-texts
■ krasis, i.e. word contraction
■ itacism47 
■ monophthongization of diphthongs
■ y (υ) becomes i (ι) or vice versa
■ χ (ch) is rendered as c or k

38 contreni, John J.: “The Biblical Glosses of Haimo of auxerre and John Scottus Eriugena”, Speculum 
51/3 (1976), pp. 411-434, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2851705, here p. 434: “paris, B.N. lat. 3088, which 
consists of miscellaneous fragments from fourteen manuscripts, contains at fols. 110v–115v anonymous 
glosses entitled Glossae divinae historiae. These glosses, copied probably at reims during the third 
quarter of the ninth century, are those of John Scottus.” See also the evidence presented by lendinara, 
patrizia: “on John Scottus’s authorship of the Biblical Glosses”, Studi medievali 3/33 (1992), pp. 571-579.

39 contreni, J. J.: “The Biblical Glosses” ( note 39).
40 E.g. the manuscript Bern: Bürgerbibliothek 258 from the second half of the 9th c. from Fleury 

contains the Glossae Divinae but not the other items preserved in reg. lat. 215.
41 contreni, J. J. – Ó néill, p. p.: Glossae divinae historiae ( note 27), p. 8.
42 Ibid., p. 80f.
43 contreni, J. J.: “The Biblical Glosses” ( note 39), p. 426. See also lendinara, patrizia: “The Scholica 

Graecarum glossarum and Martianus Capella”, in: teeuWen, Mariken – o’sullivan, Sinéad (eds.): Carolin-
gian Scholarship and Martianus Capella: Ninth-Century Commentary Traditions on ‘De nuptiis’ in Context, 
Brepols 2011, pp. 301-361, https://doi.org/10.1484/M.CELaMa-EB.4.3014. 

44 contreni, J. J. – Ó néill, p. p.: Glossae divinae historiae ( note 27), p. 56f., explains: “although the 
use of Greek in the Glossae may seem exotic, the glossator treated this language no differently than he 
did the Latin and old irish, transliterating most of the Greek words into Latin characters.”

45 laistner, Max L. W.: “Notes on Greek from the Lectures of a Ninth Century Monastery Teacher”, 
Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 7/3 (1923), pp. 421-456, https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/api/
datastream?publicationpid=uk-ac-man-scw:1m1132&datastreamid=poST-pEEr-rEviEW-puBLiSHErS-DoC-
uMENT.pDF, here p. 425f.

46 Cf. oPelt, ilona: “Die Essener ‘Missa Greca’ der liturgischen Handschrift Düsseldorf D2”, Jahrbuch der 
Österreichischen Byzantinistik 23 (1974), pp. 77-88, here pp. 84 and 86. 

47 Bischoff, Bernhard: “Das griechische Element in der abendländischen Bildung des Mittelalters”, 
Byzantinische Zeitschrift 55 (1951), pp. 27-55, https://doi.org/10.1515/bz-1951-1213, draws the same 
conclusion when he writes (p. 44): “Das sprachliche Material, über das man im abendland verfügte, 
bot in der regel das Formenbild der Literatur oder der Hochsprache, auch wenn seine aufzeichnung 
itazistisch gefärbt war.”

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2851705
https://doi.org/10.1484/M.CELAMA-EB.4.3014
https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/api/datastream?publicationPid=uk-ac-man-scw:1m1132&datastreamId=POST-PEER-REVIEW-PUBLISHERS-DOCUMENT.PDF
https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/api/datastream?publicationPid=uk-ac-man-scw:1m1132&datastreamId=POST-PEER-REVIEW-PUBLISHERS-DOCUMENT.PDF
https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/api/datastream?publicationPid=uk-ac-man-scw:1m1132&datastreamId=POST-PEER-REVIEW-PUBLISHERS-DOCUMENT.PDF
https://doi.org/10.1515/bz-1951-1213
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■ θ becomes τ or vice versa
■ omission of letters, e.g. aios instead of agios 
■ great variety of grammatical errors and wrong endings 
■ confusion of vowels
■ wrong double consonants, e.g. nn instead mn.

Scholica Missa graeca-texts
apotistesei < ἀπὸ τῆς θέσεως symonos kyrrios < σὺ εἶ μόνος Κύριος
apotuidis < ἀπὸ τοῦ εἴδους? keaion pneuma < καὶ ἅγιον Πνεῦμα
cymiterium < κοιμητήριον prosdeke tyndeysin < πρόσδεξαι τὴν δέησιν
kere < χαῖρε eukaristumensy < Eὐχαριστοῦμέν σοι
metrifrasin < μετάφρασις enonamati kyriu < ἐν ὀνόματι κυρίου
simnistes < συμμύστης gennitenta < γεννηθέντα
senoca < συνέχεια? e anatheltonta istus uranus < καὶ ἀνελθόντα 

εἰς τοὺς οὐρανοὺς

Looking at the Greek alphabet in another 9th c. manuscript – Laon, Bibliothèque municipiale, 
Cod. 444, fol. 4v (ca. 850–875)48 – written by the irish scholar Martin Scottus of Laon (815–875), 
one can find an exact rendering of how to transliterate Greek letters according to the modern 
Greek pronunciation and very similar to the Missa graeca-texts.

48 online scans: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84921401/f13.image.

Fig. 1:
Laon, Bibliothèque 

municipale, 
Cod. 444, fol. 4v: 

Greek alphabet 
(© Bibliothèque 

municipale, Laon)

http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84921401/f13.image
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also in Laon 444 on fol. 295r there is a list with Greek words taken from verses by 
John Scottus: a.o. ΚΙΡΡΙΟC – the same spelling as in the Doxa in the sacramentaries as 
well as similar mistakes like e.g. ΕΥCΙΒΗC (εὐσεβής), ΔΙΝΑΤΟC (δυνατός), ΦΙCΕΟC 
(φύσεως).

Furthermore Laon 444 (fol. 291r and 298v) contains various Latin benedictions and a bless-
ing, which are all clearly translated from Latin into Greek due to the text structure and due 
to the fact that they are not used in the Byzantine liturgy. although these examples are 
written with Greek letters, they still remind us of the Missa graeca-texts – e.g. fol. 298v: ΕΝ 
ΟΝΟΜΑΤΙ ΤΟΥ ΠΑΤΡΟC ΚΗ ΤΟΥ ΥΙΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΤΟΥ ΠΝΕΥΜΑΤΟC ΑΓΙΟΥ […]: The words 
ΠΝΕΥΜΑΤΟC ΑΓΙΟΥ are a direct translation from the Latin phrase because in Greek the 
adjective would precede the noun, i.e. TOY ΑΓΙΟΥ ΠΝΕΥΜΑΤΟC. Furthermore a blessing 
in Greek starts with εἰς τὸ ὄνομα and not with ἐν ὀμόματι (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 2:
Laon, Bibliothèque 
municipale, 
Cod. 444, fol. 295r 
(© Bibliothèque  
municipale, Laon)
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3) Conclusions
Which conclusions can be drawn from these examples? First of all the dating of the sacra-
mentaries and thus the first records of the Missa graeca-chants should be revised to the 870s 
or even the early 880s. The sacramentaries were most likely written in Saint-amand whereas 
reg. lat. 215 probably came from Fleury – meaning Benedictine abbeys are at the top of the 
list: They were the learned centres of their times and had access to manuscripts containing 
glossaries, grammars and the like.49

But who belonged to the learned circles there during the second half of the 9th c.? according 
to Laistner reg. lat. 215 was “written by the same hand throughout”,50 so whoever wrote the 
glosses will in all probability also have inserted the Doxa and the pisteuo. Therefore the Glossae 
Divinae and the Scholica might give us a hint as to the key figures who knew Greek to a larger 
extent than their contemporaries and to their environment: John Scottus Eriugena, Haimo of 
auxerre, Heiric of auxerre, remigius of auxerre51 and Hucbald of Saint-amand. Except for John 
Scottus all the others were Benedictine monks. John Scottus and Haimo were the oldest of the 
five, having been born probably at the beginning of the 9th c., whereas the others were born 
around 840, thus being in their prime during the late 870s and early 880s when the Missa 
graeca-chants start making their appearance in the sacramentaries.

Can therefore be assumed that the idea of using Greek instead of Latin for ordinary chants 
arose in this environment? Contreni offers a suggestion as to who might be responsible for 
compiling the contents found in reg. lat. 215: “Whoever compiled the Scholica and the other 
glosses […] most likely was connected with the masters whose works are included in the manu-
script. remigius of auxerre was familiar with the Scholica, the biblical glosses, and glosses on 
the prologues of Jerome which the manuscript also contains. The obvious intermediary between 
remigius and John Scottus and Haimo of auxerre is remigius’s own master, Heiric of auxerre. 
one of Heiric’s talents was the compilation of pedagogical texts reminiscent of the Scholica 
Graecarum glossarum.”52 

as can be seen in Table 5 the spelling of the Missa graeca-texts is clearly resembled in glos-
saries, alphabets, various word-lists, exegetical and liturgical texts. The translations of prayers, 
ordinary chants etc. in nonmusical manuscripts have been undertaken since at least the 8th c., 
looking for instance at the Doxa in the mid-8th c. codex Wolfenbüttel 86 from Tours. probably 

49 mckinnon, James W.: “Benedictine Monks”, in: Grove Music Online, https://doi.org/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.article.02659. clark, James G.: The Benedictines in the Middle Ages, Woodbridge 
2011, p. 103f.: “By Carolingian times Benedictine monasticism had abandoned manual labour, had accept-
ed that monks were normally priests, and had come to regard the singing of the liturgy as its central 
task.”

50 laistner, M. L. W.: “Notes on Greek” ( note 46), p. 425.
51 mckitterick, r.: “Carolingian Book production” ( note 11), p. 9: “So close were the intellectual 

and religious links between these centres, especially between Fleury and St Germain d’auxerre, that it is 
sometimes difficult to distinguish with any certainty between the scripts of each.”

52 contreni, John J.: “Three Carolingian Texts attributed to Laon: reconsiderations”, Studi Medievali 
17 (1976), pp. 797-813, here p. 806f. See furthermore contreni, J. J.: “The Biblical Glosses” ( note 39), 
p. 425ff., and similarly contreni, J. J. – Ó néill, p. p.: Glossae divinae historiae ( note 27), p. 14: “[…] 
the glosses were thought sufficiently useful to be joined to the glosses of Haimo of auxerre […]. The 
compiler responsible for this format must have been at work before 876, the date of v [i.e. reg. lat 
215]. The period, the interest in compiling pedagogical materials, as well as the evidence of access to 
the rarissime commentary of Haimo of auxerre on Ezechiel […], put one in mind of Heiric of auxerre 
(841–after 876/77), the important master who had intellectual attachments to John Scottus and who 
compiled some of what he learned from Lupus of Ferrières and Haimo of auxerre in his Collectanea.”

Fig. 3:
Laon, Bibliothèque 

municipale, 
Cod. 444, fol. 298v 

(© Bibliothèque  
municipale, Laon)

https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.02659
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.02659
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this had to do with the fascination of Greek as one of the holy languages itself. apparently 
during the second part of the 9th c. learned circles and their environment started to make more 
use of these liturgical texts, including them in the sacramentaries and – with the emergence 
of neumes – starting to set them to music. 

Strangely enough if one might think that from now on Missa graeca-chants will appear 
in manuscripts continually until their decline during the 12th c., one is mistaken. after the 
870s/880s there is a “time-gap” of almost 50–60 years where no manuscripts are recorded with 
these chants. During the 930s they appear again in tropers – not in France though this time 
but in St Gall (St Gall, Stiftsbibliothek Cod. 484 and Cod. 381).53 However, this will be another 
story…

53 online scans of both manuscripts: https://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/de/csg/0484/202/0/Sequence-567 
and https://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/de/csg/0381/13/0/Sequence-513.

https://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/de/csg/0484/202/0/Sequence-567
https://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/de/csg/0381/13/0/Sequence-513
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1. The manrusumn codices

The armenian mediaeval liturgical-musical codices 
known as manrusumn embrace excerpts from the 
entire liturgical day – associated with the Breviary, 

from Nocturns to vespers, as well as the Divine Liturgy. 
These codices represent the apex of the art of neumation 
and of the development of armenian liturgical chant. 
They are striking, with melodies replete with highly 
melismatic motifs, and with over one hundred model 
melody types branching out from the eight modes of the 
octoechos. Thus, in a broader sense, the concept of man-
rusumn (literally “minute learning”, that is an art that 
has been hewn in a delicate and detailed manner)1 would 
seem to presuppose the entire “skill set” and gamut of 
techniques applicable to monophonic singing. it would 
thus embrace aspects and refinements both of perform-
ing technique and of the art of transcribing the formulae 
of these “minute” melodies (each with its own individual 
name in the margins of the manuscripts). 

This investigation is based on the study of fifty-three 
manuscripts at the Matenadaran institute in yerevan, 
around thirty-six at the monasteries of the Mekhitarist 
Congregation in venice ( Fig. 1) and in vienna, some 
individual manuscripts kept in particular libraries and 
museums in Berlin and in paris, and on detailed descrip-
tions of the manuscripts at the armenian Monastery of 
SS. James in Jerusalem.2

The art of the manrusumn fundamentally took shape 
and developed in the monasteries of armenian Cilicia 
from the 11th century onwards. according to the 12th-
century armenian Catholicos, poet, hymnographer and 
theologian St. Nersēs Šnorhali [the Gracious] (1101-1173), 
mastery of this “minute learning” was an essential pre-
requisite for ordination into the priesthood.3 indeed, it 
is to St. Nersēs that much of the enrichment – as well 
as redaction – of the Book of Hours and the melodies 
therein may be attributed, not least through the intro-
duction of melismata on particular syllables. 

Some manrusumn codices begin with a chant com-
posed by him (described as “Chant sung by Lord Nerses”…), 
and some with a miniature illumination portraying his 
person ( Figs. 2-5). 

1 The word manr connotes minuteness, detail as well as del-
icacy – thus signifying “refined” or “rarified” learning or science. 
about this term see Թամրազեան, Արուսեակ [tamraZyan, 
arusyak]: “«Մանրուսման» արուեստը հայ միջնադարում 
[The art of the manrusumn in mediaeval armenia]”, Բանբեր 
հայագիտութեան – Journal of Armenian Studies 4 (2016), 
No. 1 (10), pp. 125-160 (particularly pp. 125-132).

2 i wish especially to thank Dr Haig utidjian for translating 
this article into English and making available particular man-
rusumn manuscripts to me. i also thank Dr Edda var danyan 
and the art historian Lusine Sargsyan, who informed me of 
particular manuscripts in various collections. i am greatly in-
debted to the venice and vienna Mekhitarist Congregations 
for their kindness in enabling me to study and share in public 
the rich heritage of manrusumn codices in their respective 
repositories.

3 See Ընդհանրական թուղթք Ս. Ներսիսի Շնորհալւոյ – 
Ǝndhanrakan Tʻułtʻkʻ S. Nērsisi Šnorhalwoy [General Epistles of 
St. Nērses the Gracious], Ēǰmiacin, 1865, p. 79.

Abstract
Within the milieu of mediaeval armenian Cilicia, the 
liturgical musical codices known as manrusumn (literally 
“minute study”) are striking for their particularly rich, 
varied and detailed neumations, suggestive of highly 
melismatic melodies and bespeaking of considerable ex-
pertise and sophistication. as the armenian mediaeval 
neumatic notation has not been deciphered, the present 
research entails a very detailed examination of various 
aspects of the notation with a view to eliciting as much 
information as possible through indirect deduction, in 
the face of our inability to read the neumes themselves. 
particular attention has been given to recurring motifs 
within the neumations, as well as to the verbal ap-
pellations employed, which often describe manner of 
execution, or refer to physical elements, sounds found 
in nature, or the names of instruments and of eminent 
practitioners of the art. This work is based on the de-
tailed study of around 100 codices drawn from the major 
world repositories.
Key words: mediaeval chant; armenian sacred music; 

neumes; illuminations; manuscripts; manrusumn; “false 
syllables”; recurrent melismatic motifs; “additional” 
neumes; model melodies; model melody appellations

Number of characters / words: 31 631 / 4 920
Number of images: 15 (+ 151 included in text)
Secondary language(s): armenian

arusyak TaMraZyaN
(yerevan)

The art of the manrusumn 
neumated codices 

in Armenian mediaeval 
sacred chant
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Fig. 1a-b: Venice, MS no 661, anno 1339, Erznkay, monastery of St. Kirakos, scribe Nersēs Kelǝncʻi, fol. 9r-v

Fig. 2a-b: St. Nersēs the Gracious, Yerevan, Matenadaran, MS no 591, Surxatʻ (Crimea) , anno 1352, scribe Grigor Sukʻiasancʻ, fol. 3v-4r
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Fig. 3: St. Nersēs the Gracious, Yerevan, Matenadaran, MS no 7157, Skewŕa, anno 1349, scribe Grigor, fol. 1v-2r

Fig. 4: St. Nersēs the Gracious, Berlin, [National Library], 
MS no 279, anno 1337, scribe and illuminator Awag, fol. 2v

Fig. 5: St. Nersēs the Gracious, Venice, MS no 2149, 
anno 1340, scribe and illuminator Mkrtičʻ, fol. 2v
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The oldest (albeit partial) extant manrusumn may be found at the end of the Jerusalem 
hymnal, copied in 1193 (MS no 9838,  Fig. 6).4

The melodies of manrusumn associated with the neumations cannot be reconstructed as 
the neumes cannot be deciphered, and these codices have largely escaped the attention of 
musicologists.5

4 This luxurious, richly illuminated manuscript copied in Jerusalem in 1193, is a Šaraknocʻ (Hym-
nal). armenian spiritual centres in Jerusalem that emerged already in the 4th-7th centuries were later 
transformed into cultural and scriptorial centres. The rich collection of armenian manuscripts in the SS. 
James Monastery in Jerusalem is well known. another great centre of manrusumn was the monastery 
of Skewra, in the armenian kingdom of Cilicia, not far from the strategically important Lambron castle. 
This monastery complex had a scriptorium, a manuscript repository, a nunnery and an advanced school. 
Skewra was an important scientific and cultural centre of Cilicia, distinguished for its art of writing, 
miniature painting, neumatic notation, and sacred chant. it survived the whole period of the existence 
of the Cilician kingdom (1198-1375), of which the manuscript above (MS no 7157, anno 1349) is evidence. 
according to the scribe of the Matenadaran MS no 753 (aristakēs, awag monastery, anno 1405) and 763 
(same scribe, awag monastery, anno 1408), he copied the manuscript from an exact copy written by “the 
first musicians” in the arkʻakałin covenant (Cilicia – MS no 763, fol. 196v; MS no 763, fol. 315r-v). Similar 
information can also be found in other manuscripts; thus, the art of manrusumn had probably emerged 
and developed in the arkʻakałin School (until the destruction of the monastery by an earthquake in 
1269), although there are no extant musical manuscripts from there. (on the scriptorial centres in 
Cilicia, see Ոսկեան, Համազասպ [Oskean, Hamazasp]: Կիլիկիայի վանքերը [The monasteries of 
Cilicia], vienna, 1957).

5 in the following, attention was given to the names of model melodies of the manrusumn: Fr. 
Łewond ališan was the first to give the list of available manuscripts names (see ալիշան, Ղեւոնդ 
[ališan, Łewond]: Սիսուան եւ Լեւոն Մեծագործ [Sisuan and Lewon of the Great Deeds], venice: San 
Lazzaro, 1885, p. 254); see also Komitas (Կոմիտաս Վարդապետ: “Հայոց եկեղեցական եղանակները 
[The church melodies of the armenians]”, in: մՈւշեղեան, Մարինէ [Mushełean, Marinē] – Գաս
պարեան, Գուրգէն [gasParean, Gurgēn] (eds.): Ուսումնասիրութիւններ եւ Յօդուածներ [Studies 
and articles], vol. i, yerevan: Sargis Khachentz, 2005, pp. 65-72). For some observations on the use 
of some melodies, see Թահմիզեան, Նիկողոս [t ‘ahmiZean, Nikołos]: “Կոմիտասը եւ հայ հոգեւոր 
երգարուեստի ուսումնասիրութեան հարցերը [Komitas and the problems of armenian sacred chant]”, 

Fig. 6a-b:
Yerevan, Matenadaran, 
MS no 9838, anno 1193, 
scribe anonymous,
fol. 248r-v
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only certain chants are now sung with some of the melodies preserved via the vałaršapat 
Breviary, notated in the Limōnčean system and published in the late nineteenth century;6 
however, the melodies therein are likely to be much simpler than those neumated, and some 
items are now chanted ecphonetically. The melodies sung at present are at variance with the 
melodies notated neumatically in mediaeval codices, judging from the distribution of the 
neumes over syllables of verbal text. Nonetheless, studying the codices is worthwhile, (a) as 
sources of elements of armenian mediaeval music theory, (b) as testimonies to the highly sensi-
tive and colourful perception of music evinced by the appellations of “key” melodies, and (c) as 
they provide specimens of the highly cultivated and inventive way in which the human voice 
was employed, and melodies were created – as evidenced by the names of certain melodies and 
the introduction of certain “additional” neumes (in a sense shortly to be made precise). i have 
endeavoured to group and correlate all the model melodies, reconstruct their relationships and 
ways of branching out, and to conjecture the various manners in which they were intended to 
be sung, on the basis of a study of the neumes, motif constructions, model melody names and 
so forth. (i have tried to provide explanations for all the names, many of which often seem 
incomprehensible, being in ancient armenian or in Middle armenian or the Cilician dialect, and 
often unattested elsewhere). This article represents the first substantial investigation into the 
above areas. accordingly, i shall briefly seek to demonstrate: (a) the wealth of deployment of 
“additional” neumes in manrusumn manuscripts, (b) the melismatic chants on “false” vowels, 
(c) the names of model manrusumn melodies, and (d) the connections between such melodies. 

For the sake of clarity, we note that in the images displayed, letters of verbal text are almost 
wholly absent; very nearly all the pictures reproduced herewith are those of neumes alone.

2. Neumes
We shall start with a brief introduction to the armenian neumes (known in armenian as xał). 
The armenian neumatic system is striking for its original and idiosyncratic shapes – with the 
exception of some symbols common to other Christian neumatic traditions, such as various 
acute and grave accents (šešt ՛ and but‘ ՝, respectively) and further neumes formed by com-
binations thereof – again, with various sub-varieties , , ), which do appear to 
have Byzantine counterparts.

The symbols (ideograms) for some neumes are based on the letters of the armenian alpha-
bet, and literally refer to distorted or corrupted versions of the shapes associated with the 
respective letters – thus, for instance: 

benkorč  literally, “distorted” version of the letter b Բ 

jaykorč  “distorted” version of j (“dz”) Ձ  

ēkorč  “distorted” version of ē Է 

menkorč  “distorted” version of m Մ մ  
a further important group is constituted by the neumes known as trop; 

trops:    
The motifs woven out by numerous repetitions of these neumes are associated with the 

most melismatic chants, entailing self-referential refrains (returning “to their own circle”). 

in: Կոմիտասական [Komitasakan], vol. 1, yerevan, 1969, pp. 159-217 (see particularly pp. 182-188 for a 
list of melody names of the manrusumn, pp. 182-188); Թահմիզեան, Նիկողոս [t ‘ahmiZean, Nikołos]: 
Կոմիտասը եւ հայ ժողովրդի երաժշտական ժառանգութիւնը [Komitas and the musical heritage of the 
Armenian people], pasadena: Drazark, 1994, pp. 182-188. For a reproduction of Komitas’s list of melody 
names, see արեւշատեան, Աննա [areWšatean, anna]: “Մանրուսման եղանակների անուանումների 
մասին [on the names of manrusumn melodies]”, in: Manrusum, vol. 1, yerevan, 2002, pp. 187-204.

6 See Երգք ձայնագրեալք ի Ժամագրոց [Notated songs of the Breviary], vałaršapat, 1877.
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There are appellations directly referring to the melismatic motifs: xunč (meaning “ornate”), 
bazmełanak (“of many melodies”), etc. 

Furthermore, there are names that apparently suggest a particular manner of perform-
ance; these include k‘mazard (“embellished from the larynx”), k‘matrop (“trop that is sung from 
the larynx”), huhai (implying the incorporation of so-called “false” vowels (“[h]aua”); similarly 
p‘at‘u t‘ or hangoyc‘ (respectively meaning “wrap” or “knot”),7 and xcbek (xecbek means frag-
mented, rough, broken).

usually the neumes are grouped, often entailing repetition of the same neume:

, , , 

, , , , 

, , , , 

, , , , .
The names of the neumes, and even more so (as we shall see) of manrusumn melodies, 

indicate details of execution and aspects of the ever more sophisticated art of monophony 
with an entire chain of nuances. This truly represents the elevated style of the “minute” art 
of the manrusumn, embodying manifold inventions to engage in performance in a single, 
super-expressive voice. ordinarily, the aforementioned neumes are employed in combination, 
constituting entire blocks, and often entailing the seemingly endless repetition of the same 
neume – such as in the following examples:

 

 

 

7 in armenian mediaeval texts named Eot‘nagreankʻ (“Seven letters” or “seven texts”), which expound 
the symbolism associated with the letters of the armenian alphabet, the section devoted to vowels refers 
to the singing of those vowels. We find that a given vowel alternates with another vowel (a so-called 
“false” vowel) that bears this neume.

For instance, the fragment shown represents the singing of four vowels; a (a-hun-ha: a-hun-ha: 
hun-ha-hua), ē (ē-hē-hē-hē: ē-hin-ēhē), i (i-hi-hi-hi-hi: i-hin-hi: iu[ju]-hi: i-hin-hini: iu-hi), o (hun: hun-
hu), u (u-u-u-u, hun-hu: u-hun-hun-hu: u-łu). Whenever a vowel is inserted between repetitions of the 
main vowel sound (for instance, a-hun-ha, ē-hin-ē, hi: iu-hi), we find one of the trop neumes placed 
over the added vowel (in this case over the “u” of the -hun- syllable). The particular type of trop 
neume is dependent on whether the syllable ends with an -n (in which case the aŕanjnatrop (“separate” 

trop)  is used, or double  or triple  trops – perhaps when the motif in ques-

tion is intended to be repeated); if it does not, the neume p‘at‘u t‘  is found instead, also called 

k‘matrop, huhai or haihuai in different manuscripts (for instance, between the syllables hu-a, ju-hi) – see 
Matenadaran, MS no 599, fol. 37r-v:
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This doubtless bespeaks of a superabundance – an overflowing plenteousness of spiritual 
ecstasy, with repetitions as it were overwhelmed with a sense of self-wonder, and with refrains 
conducing to a sense of intense spiritual concentration. 

2.1. “Additional” neumes in manrusumn
By these we refer to the signs placed above and below the fundamental neumes – namely dots, 
accents, commas, and colons (the latter being found at the ends of phrases) – which bespeak 
of a highly cultivated system for the organisation of the musical flow, indicating punctuation, 
rhythmical and intonational stresses, and so on. The images show examples of their usage.

■ Dots, colons

and in the subsequent presentation, the other four melodies (from the head, tongue, larynx and gut-
tural) which “arose” from these four main trops will be seen to be associated specifically with singing 
from the larynx:
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■ underlines _ 

 

■ “Commas”8

 , , ,

 , , , ,

■ Juxtaposition of the two

 , _ , _

 _ _ , ,

 _ , _ ,

 ,. _ , _

 _ : _ : _ : _: _:

8 The names of these auxiliary neumes are our own, reflecting as they do their visual appearance. in 
our view, our best chance of conjecturing their nature would entail dealing with them as though they 
were primitive, ecphonetic signs – not least in view of their manner of deployment and pairing here. 
The first neume seems similar to the ent‘amnay sign (ὑψέν), whilst the second is close to the storat 
(ὑποδιαστολή) – see ադՈնց, Նիկողայոս [adonc‘, Nikołayos]: Արուեստ Դիոնիսեայ Քերականի եւ 
հայ մեկնութիւնք նորին [Ars Dionysii Grammatici et Armeniaca in eam scholia], ed. ՅՈվհաննիսեան, 
Պետրոս [yovhannisean, petros] [= Երկեր Գ / Works of Nicholas adontz in five volumes, vol. 3], 
yerevan: yerevan State university, 2008, p. 38 (online: https://archive.org/details/adontz200803). already 
translated into armenian by the late 5th century, the Ars Grammatica by Dionysius of Thrace was widely 
familiar in mediaeval armenia; armenian commentaries to the work were written at various times, and 
it was also taught in monastic schools, within the framework of the trivium. 

The first of these neumes denotes the conjoined, and the second, the separate rendering or “prosody” 
of words or letters. in a musical sense, therefore, these signs respectively indicate connected – legato – 
and separated – non-legato – manners of execution. it has to be borne in mind that a single neume 
could well denote several notes, if not an entire motif; this explains the presence below a single neume 
of one or both of the above signs. 

https://archive.org/details/Adontz200803
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 ,, _ _

 ,. ,. ,.

 , _ _

 , _ _

 
, _ _

 , _ _

 , _

 , _

2.1.1. “Letter” neumes
“Letter” neumes (significative letters) are of particular significance. according to a mediaeval 
source discovered by Ełia Tntesean (a manuscript in Jerusalem, at the armenian monastery of 
Saints’ James, of which we do not know the number)9 various details of performance are thus 
specified – such as z for zil (“shrill”), l for layn (“broad”), y for yet jgē (“pull back”, or “leave 
behind”), and so on. Sometimes the significative letter is placed below a repeated fundamental 
neume and is itself repeated. This bespeaks of a tendency to specify increasingly fine adjust-
ments and minute details of execution.

■ repeated letter neumes

 ծլ.

 ծլ.

 լ.

 զ.զ.պ.պ.զ.զ. 

 պ. ս. ս. պ. պ. ս. ս…

9 տնտեսեան, Եղիա Մ. [tntesean, Ełia M.]: Նկարագիր երգոց Հայաստանեայցս Ս. Եկեղեցւոյ 
[The character of the chants of the Holy Armenian Church], 2nd ed., istanbul, 1933, p. 48.
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 պ.

 պ.

 պ.

 պ.

 պ.

Neumations were copied over the centuries from manuscript to manuscript. Nonetheless, 
in terms of the use of “additional” neumes, rarely do we find two identical manuscripts – even 
when the scribe is one and the same! it would thus seem that a certain creativity in terms of 
performance nuances may come to the fore. 

2.1.2. “Additional” neumes
“additional” neumes – differences between two manuscripts by the same scribe (aristakēs, 
awag monastery,10 anno 1405, 1408):

Matenadaran, MS no 753 Matenadaran, MS no 763

 

 

 

 
դ. դ.դ.դ.դ.

3. “False” syllables: the vowels ē and i
The manrusumn manuscripts are the only extant sources wherein we encounter the introduc-
tion of “false” vowels.11 in these, all vowels – even the schwa ǝ – may be ornamented. However, 
only the more “open” vowels ē and i bear “false” vowels: i is added in the case of ē, and vice-
versa.

10 awag Monastery (in Western armenia) was a famous scriptorial and literary centre in the 12th-15th 
centuries. With its rich manuscript collection and library, the monastery was active until 1915. accord-
ing to the scribe, he copied the manuscript from the version of “the first musicians” in the ark‘akałin 
monastery (see above).

11 We note that in the above mentioned Eot‘nagreankʻ texts ( note 7), the “theory” alone underlying 
the application of such “false vowels” is presented, without any practical examples demonstrating their 
inclusion in chants.

We also note that in certain nineteenth-century hymnal and breviary transcriptions in the Limōnčean 
notation such vowel alternations appear to have been explicitly realised in the verbal underlay. Discus-
sions on either may be found, respectively, in utidJian, Haig: “Tntesean and the Music of the armenian 
Hymnal, part ii”, Parrésia 6 (2012), pp. 77-127, esp. footnote 47 (pp. 116-118).
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 ի է

 ի է
The signs we are able to see on the line are neumes, and the two dots denote the end of 

the musical phrase. The signs that are sometimes below and sometimes above the neumes are 
the armenian letters է and ի (ē and i, respectively). The whole structure is sung over a single 
syllable -ē-, and the result is, for instance, տիեզեիէիէի...րք (tiezeiēiēi…rk‘). 

■ Third authentic Mode:
«[մեռան]իէէէէէիէէէէիէէիէէիէէէէիիիէիէիէէիէիմք»
Motifs: a-a-b-a-a-b…

  

«[յարա]րիէիէիէիէիէիէչ իէիէէւ» 

We observe that, accordingly:
1) Melismatised syllables are basically woven upon the same motifs – and principally employ 
neumes from the trop family, which tend to occur on the most lavish chants. Trops, as we saw, 
are associated with particular forms of singing – namely, the deployment of “false” vowels, and 
singing through the larynx. This is suggested by the two appellations of the same neume in 
two tables, namely k‘matrop (“led through the larynx”) and hayhuay (referring, as we saw, to 
the fragmentation of a- through the use of the “false” vowel u). 

hayhuay  , “grave” trop 

k‘matrop, “led through the larynx” 
2) We may find the selfsame musical structures – as expressed by the neumations – in dif-
ferent modes of the octoechos. Thus, the chanting of “false” vowels and associated passages 
would appear to be independent of the modal framework, and may make appearances in any 
mode. The images demonstrate two typical examples, which – albeit with some variation – we 
encounter in all the modes. For the sake of clarity, i have indicated the relevant word with its 
extended-fragmented syllable (showing the quantity of ēiēis). 

a)  b) 
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■ First authentic Mode:
«մէէիէէիիէէէէք»

«[գթասց]իէէիէիիէէէիս»

■ First plagal Mode:
«տիրեսցէիէիիէն»

■ Second authentic Mode:
«համբերէիէէիիէիէէէիէէիէէիէէէիիէիէ»

■ Third authentic Mode:
«մեռանիէէէէէիէէէէիէէիէէիէէէէիիիէիէիէէիէիմք»
a-a-b-a-a-b…
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«[յարա]րիէիէիէիէիէիէչ իէիէէւ»

■ Third plagal Mode:

■ Fourth authentic Mode:

(another repeated motif:) 

■ Second authentic Mode:
«[ծափս հա]րէիիէիէիէիէք [ա]մէիէիիիի[նյայն]»
aa-b
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■ Third plagal Mode:
«[ա]հէէիիէիիէիիիիիէէիէիէէիէիիէէէէիէէիղ»

■ Fourth authentic Mode:
«[տիեզ]էիէիէիէիէիիէիէիէիէէէէէ[րք]»

 

■ Fourth plagal Mode:
«[զաւրութ]իէիէէէիիիէիէիէիէիէիէէէէէ[ւն]»

(We have indicated repetitions by means of Latin letters.) 
The self-referential repetitions of the melody, as we saw, could suggest a manifestation of 

wonder and of a certain element of circularity; they would certainly have had a most potent 
effect on listeners.
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aa-aa-b-ba-bba 

“a” twice 

“b” twice 

 

■ Fourth authentic Mode:

aa-aa-ba-ba-c ending 

a 

b 

c 

4. Ułic‘i melodies – principles underlying their appellations, and the connection of the melo-
dies with the neumes and names

as we saw, manrusumn contain subdivisions of melodies within the octoechos, all associated 
with the same psalm verse – whence their name, Ուղիցի, Ułic‘i («Ուղիղ եղիցին աղաւթք 
իմ...», “Let my prayer be set forth before thee” – psalm 141 [arm/LXX 140]:2). These items have 
a section of their own, towards the end of vespers (and are at present sung ecphonetically), 
after the evening mesedi. They are listed by mode, and the name of each melody appears in 
the margins ( Fig. 7).

i have been able to count some one hundred and thirty-six melodies, by dint of conflating 
identical but differently-named melodies on the one hand, and counting as distinct melodies 
those that were different but bore the same name on the other – on the basis of some one 
hundred or so manuscripts.

What do these subdivisions represent? What do their names signify, and what are their 
functions? The question arises: is the function of Ułic̒ i melodies merely theoretical or paeda-
gogical, or does it also embrace features of liturgical practice? it should be noted that these 
three aspects are closely intertwined, consistently with the undifferentiated and more univer-
sal mediaeval mentality. it should be noted that these three aspects are closely intertwined, 
consistently with the undifferentiated and more universal mediaeval mentality. indeed, some 
of the names – such as գալստեան (“the Coming”), խաչի (“For the Cross”), չոր (“Dry” – refer-
ring to Lent), amongst others – refer to the Church calendar; and indeed, this is borne out 
by the fact that in many codices they have been placed in corresponding positions, after the 
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respective mesedis. at least twenty-six Ułic‘is are clearly associated with particular feasts or 
church occasions, judging from their position. 

in another instance, the name aŕawōterg indeed connotes “morning song”, as is borne out 
by the placement of six such chants, all with the same melody, for each of the six days of 
Holy Week. 

Ułic̒ i, morning chant: 

Monday: 

Tuesday: 

in another manuscript, this model melody bears the name of the initial words of this morn-
ing chant, «Ի սկզբ[անէ]» (I skzb[anē]) ( Fig. 8).

Fig. 7:
Yerevan, Matenadaran, 
MS no 7157, Skewŕa, 
anno 1349, scribe 
Grigor, fol. 205v-206r
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outside the Ułic‘is, Litanies for Nocturns have indications such as mułal (= mongol) or 
busayidi, whilst another “alleluia” has the name “assyrian”, referring to the places of origin 
of the melodies.

To return to the Ułic‘is, we find names of melodies signifying particular traditions associ-
ated with monastic Schools or musicians: from Karmirvank‘ (“red Monastery”), Surb Nšan 
(“the Holy Sign”) – both monastic centres known for the manrusumn; from Ciceŕn Hat‘erk‘ecʻi 
(“Swallow from Hat‘erk‘” – a place in artsakh), Mšecʻi (“from Muš”), and so on. Some of these 
names are each attested in a single manuscript; in other codices the corresponding melodies 
are given no name. it is thus reasonable to suppose that the melodies in question were intro-
duced by particular musicians; and that the melodies were transmitted to other manuscripts 
as anonymous contributions. 

Some melodies are associated with names suggesting a mixture of musical structure, the 
impression or effect made by the melody, or manner of execution. Thus, if the “minute melo-
dies” are certain normative, model melodies, then not only the manner in which the melodies 
are named, but their manner of branching out and the principle underlying it, are themselves 
manifold, refecting the variegated manner in which the musical material was acquired and 
shaped. 

To clarify these issues, we have attempted to recover the often incomprehensible appella-
tions, particularly when the same melody bears different names; and have also investigated 
the sequence in which the appellations appear. The connection between melodies that follow 
one another is expressed in a number of ways: similarity (Gabriēl – Mik‘ayēl), the use of anto-
nyms (“senior” – “little innocent one”), large versus small (animal young, “apprentice” melodies, 
“camel” and “camel calf”, “deacon” and “clerk”), real versus illusory (“presybter” – “priest’s wife” or 
“the little wise one” – or “the unwise one”, “crying” – “deceptive young”), the whole to the part, 
direction versus deviations (“cart”– “steering wheel”) and so forth. The relationship between 
such pairs of melodies can only be guessed by such names. Conceivably, the melodies are not 
related structurally, but by mere association. at any rate, inspection of the neumations does 
not lead to any general conclusion. 

The picture is different for those melodies named after animal young that may be encoun-
tered in all the modes. Here the names appear to be indicative of the musical connection of 
such melodies to their “parent” counterparts (judging from their neumations). Examples are 
names of persons (such as Moses) followed by the word “apprentice”. all such pairs of melodies 
share their opening formulae, and become distinct in the melismata borne on their final syl-
lables. Some examples are:

Wolf  

Fig. 8:
Venice, MS no 567, 

fol. 164v
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[Wolf] pup 

Eagle 

Eaglet12 

rooster 

Chick 

Thus, we find: wolf – pup; eagle – eaglet; represented by the generic name for the young of 
animals, jag, in turn connected to the ensuing “shepherd”; camel – camel calf (here the connec-
tion is not only in the opening formula but also on the final syllable); blacksmith – apprentice; 
“speaker” (the word for “rooster” in Middle armenian) – young; priest Kirakos – deacon.

Finally, the “minute melodies” sometimes seem to arise from particular manners of per-
formance – as evidenced by the deployment of an incessantly repeated neume. it serves to 
concentrate the musical material into the same area of sound and of execution. in the ǰahrik13 
melody, for example, the singing represented by the repetition of the neume benkorč might 
somehow be reminiscent of that bird.

12 We have pairs of melodies – the main melody being the “parent” melody, and the one that follows 
being its “offspring”. in our English translations we thus use the appropriate word for the young of the 
preceding animal. However, it should be noted that the armenian original invariably features the generic 
word jagn (referring to the young of any creature), except when it is human offspring (whereupon the 
armenian may sometimes alternatively feature the word ašakert, “pupil”). 

13 in a mediaeval poem devoted to birds, the voice of the ǰahrik is compared to a spinner (ǰahrik being possi-
bly related to čaxarak, meaning “spinning-wheel”) singing to himself “zǝnzǝn”; see կիրակՈս եպիսկՈպՈս 
[BishoP kirakos]: “Գովանք թռչնոց [in praise of birds]”, Բանբեր Մատենադարանի [Mate nadaran Bul-
letin] 13 (1980), p. 254, according to ղազարեան, Ռուբէն [ghaZaryan, ruben] – աւետիսեան, Հենրիկ 
[avetisyan, Henrik]: Միջին հայերէնի բառարան [Middle Armenian dictionary], yerevan, 2009.
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Further instances of the application of the same motifs and neumes:

Generally, the richer melismata are found on the last syllable or syllables, which are also fun-
damentally extended through repetition of the same motifs; in the images below, we represent 
these motifs by means of Latin letters:

abbcaddabb ending 

a 

b 

d 

our research has involved considerable effort in establishing the etymology of often rather 
colourful and highly evocative names and words that are now defunct and/or largely unattested 
elsewhere in the literature. Space does not allow us to delve further into these, unfortunately.
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in conclusion, we note that in some other manrusumn melodies we find the names of very 
substantial numbers of noisy creatures – beetles and insects such as gadfly (boŕ), hornet (pi-
cak), scarab (eznak) and wasp (kret); of singing birds, such as swan, little dove, eagle, young 
pigeon, partridge, rooster, and many others. in one manuscript we even find the images of 
these birds as marginal illuminations: 1) rooster ( Fig. 9a), 2) partridge ( Fig. 9b), 3) pigeon 
( Fig. 9c), 4) čʻ it (sparrow: a bird that makes the sound ǰit-ǰit),14 anjeł (described as a bird 
rather like a cuckoo or a porcupine)15 ( Fig. 9d).

14 աւետիքեան, Հ. Գաբրիէլ [aWetik‘ean, Fr. Gabriēl] – սիւրմէլեան, Հ. Խ.աչատուր [siWr-
Mēlean, Fr. Xač‘atur] – աւԳերեան, Հ. Մկրտիչ [aWgerean, Fr. Mkrtič ‘]: Նոր Բառգիրք Հայկազեան 
Լեզուի [New dictionary of the Armenian language], vol. ii, venice: San Lazzaro, 1836. For a discussion of 
the meanings of the names of all model melodies, see tamraZyan, a.: “«Մանրուսման» արուեստը հայ 
միջնադարում [The art of the manrusumn in mediaeval armenia]” ( note 1), esp. part ii: “The names 
of the model melodies, interactions between the melodies and the character based on names and the 
neumatic image”, pp. 132-155.

15 aWetik‘ean, Fr. G. – siwrMēlean, Fr. X. – aWgerean, Fr. M.: Նոր Բառգիրք Հայկազեան Լեզուի 
[New dictionary of the Armenian language] ( note 14).

Fig. 9:
Yerevan, Matenadaran, 
MS no 591
a) rooster, fol. 222r

b) partridge, fol. 237r
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c) pigeon, fol. 226v

d) čʻ it and anjeł,
fol. 229v
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Much creativity seems to have gone into naming the manrusumn “minute melodies”, with 
the names often serving to give new meaning to sounds encountered in the environment, in 
nature, or elements such as iron or lead, a river, covc‘in (a “marine” creature), songbirds and 
insects, the animal world, or the human world – crafts and professions, or even musical instru-
ments (cymbals, the semantron, flute, horn, and many others). There are numerous instances of 
names that describe the manner of execution or reveal the nature of the music: for instance – 
sickly, stammering, creased, the little verdant one, lame, pulling back, screeching, curly etc. 

We have endeavoured to give the most general description of the art of manrusumn, giving 
a more or less complete picture, albeit without introducing all the names with their respec-
tive etymologies, model melodies and the detailed manner in which “intermediate” melodies 
(between more basic melodies) appear to arise.

Collating and comparing codices in this manner has shed some light on the way in which 
the music itself seems to develop and branch out, thus forming mutual links – involving 
increasingly “minute” distinctions and variations at several different levels, pertaining to the 
musical text itself and to the nature and character of the music. it is above all these con-
nections that demonstrate the richness of the music, the variety of perceptions, system of 
modal subdivision, manner of “branching out”, and the sheer inventiveness underlying this 
sumptuous art.

We conclude this article with a particularly beautiful illustration, taken from the Matena-
daran manuscript no. 7157 ( Fig. 10).

Fig. 10:
Yerevan, Matenadaran, 
MS no 7157, Skewŕa, 
anno 1349, scribe 
Grigor, fol. 8v-9r
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A successful ‘outsider’ 
Jacob B. (Jaap) van Benthem (*1937) is an internationally re-
spected Dutch musicologist specialised in research of the 15th 
and early 16th century polyphony. Although we find biographi-
cal articles on him in the world leading dictionaries about mu-
sic The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians and Die 
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, his way to the scholarly 
Olymp was not the typical one. Following the family tradition, 
he studied teaching for secondary schools, then music theory 
in Utrecht and Rotterdam. Jaap has never obtained any official 
musicological education, but working as a music theory and 
palaeography teacher at the Utrecht University, he has profiled 
himself as a prolific scholar. His studies were published in in-
ternational journals and edited books. 

As Jaap says, his research is always based on work with 
music itself, anyway his capacity to understand and explain 
music structures as products of historical and cultural cir-
cumstances is represented at best by his approach to critical 
editing of Renaissance polyphony. His thoughtful and de-
tailed work with all aspects of sources and his reflection of 
contemporary music practice mirrored in the notation are an 
important contribution to the modern music philology. After 
having edited some compositions by Josquin and all masses 
by Ockeghem, in the last years he has focused on the work 
of the Flemish composer Johannes Tourout (active in Central 
Europe around 1460s) and anonymous music written in his 
circle. Jaap’s interest in the countries which were not easily 
accessible for him for long years of his life and his support of 
musicologists from this part of the continent were always very 
important and stimulating for many younger colleagues. Jaap 
was never afraid to defend tenaciously his arguments with 
some power of persuasion, even they did not always match 
with a mainstream opinion. On the other hand, he is anytime 
ready to accept relevant ideas of other people and to elaborate 
them in his research. 

The following text is a printed version of a lecture given 
by Jaap van Benthem on the occasion of his jubilee at the very 
end of the 45th International Medieval and Renaissance Mu-
sic conference held in Prague from 4th till 8th of July 2017. The 
lecture was accompanied by live music examples, performed 
now by the members of Tiburtina Ensemble directed by Bar-
bora Kabátková. Listening to music by Tourout, one is about 
to understand why does this composer fascinate Jaap so much. 

As the Czech composer Leoš Janáček wrote most of his 
best music around his 70s birthday, let us wish all the best to 
Jaap, who reached his 80th last year and let us look forward not 
only to next volumes of the Tourout edition but above all to 
new adventures with the little known 15th century music from 
Central Europe.

Lenka Hlávková

Jaap van BENTHEM
(utrecht)

Johannes Tourout: 
a vocal introduction 

to his music

presented on 8th July 2017 at the 45th Medieval and renaissance 
Music Conference in prague.

abstract
according to a document of July 1460 in the vatican ar-
chives, Johannes Tourout, member of the imperial chapel 
of Frederic iii may have been born in (or in the vicinity 
of) Torhout/Thourout, a small town in the western part 
of Flanders. Compositions ascribed to him are transmit-
ted in the Trent codices and in some Central European 
sources, but their stylistics clearly point in the direction 
of a musical training in the Low Countries. Twentieth-
century musicologist have recognized and praised the 
composer’s technical abilities, his quite personal style 
and the high quality of his music, and editions of some 
of his compositions were included in early volumes of 
the Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich, in doctoral 
dissertations and publications like source studies or 
about particular genres, but Tourout’s compositions are 
practically never heard nor recorded.

involved in an edition of his ‘ascribed and attributable’ 
compositions, of which three volumes have already ap-
peared, we like to invite you to discover various aspects 
of Tourout’s music, together with short introductions to 
inevitable editorial and performing challenges.
Key words: Tourout, Johannes; polyphony; history of mu-

sic; 15th century; Central Europe; Adieu, m’amour; Missa 
Mon oeil; Missa sine Kyrie; Fors seulement; Magnificat

Number of characters / words: 18 520 / 2 898
Number of music examples: 3
Number of music recordings: 4/10
Number of images: 2
Secondary language(s): Latin, French

Johannes Tourout:
 Missa Mon oeil: Kyrie 1
 Missa Mon oeil: Cum Sancto Spiritu
 Adieu m’amour
 Magnificat: Et exultavit
 Magnificat: Quia fecit
 Magnificat: Fecit potentiam
 Missa sine Kyrie: Gloria
 Missa sine Kyrie: Agnus Dei

Anonymous:
 Kyrie: Deus pater
 Fors seulement l’attente que je meure
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according to a document from July 1460, the singer Johannes Tourout, cleric from the 
diocese of Tournai and member of the familia of the Holy roman Emperor Friedrich iii, 
was granted a prebend at the church of our Lady in antwerp. From the document’s 

spelling of his name, the polish musicologist paweł Gancarczyk, who first noticed this docu-
ment, concluded that the composer must have been born in (or in the vicinity of) Torhout / 
Thourout (Tourout); a small town in the western part of Flanders (Belgium), about 20 kilome-
tres south-west from Bruges. in that period Thourout was situated in the diocese of Tournai. 
Compositions ascribed to him are transmitted in three of the Trent Codices and in some Cen-
tral European sources, but their style clearly points to musical training in the Low Countries. 
Twentieth-century musicologists have recognized and praised the composer’s technical abilities, 
his quite personal style and the high quality of his music; editions of some of his compositions 
were included in early volumes of the Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich, in publications 
and doctoral dissertations about sources or particular genres, but Tourout’s compositions have 
practically never been heard nor recorded.

My personal interest in the composer started while working on my edition of Johannes 
ockeghem’s Masses and Mass Sections. i got into trouble with a Missa Sine nomine for three 
voices, ascribed to him in an italian source, verona 759, from the final quarter of the 15th cen-
tury. The Mass was edited for the first time in 1927 in the first volume of Dragan plamenac’s 
monumental ockeghem Edition. over the years that composition, not included within the 
group of 15 Masses and Mass sections in the vatican Chigi Codex, turned out to be a stylistic 
obstacle within ockeghem’s oeuvre. it was only in 1995 that andrew Kirkman’s book The 
three-voice Masses in the later fifteenth- and early sixteenth centuries paved the way for a new 
understanding of that setting’s own merits.1 Kirkman’s book offered me the tools to confront 
this particular Mass with comparable settings by a composer, known at that time by the 
name Johannes Touront.2 Subsequently, i included that Mass setting as Missa Primi toni under 
Touront’s name in my ockeghem edition.3

as a result i became fascinated by this composer and started transcribing his music. That 
brought me into contact with a younger generation of musicologists from the Czech republic 
and from poland. They appeared to be well aware of the composer’s importance and had a 
great interest in traces left by him in the musical culture of the old Hapsburg, Bohemian and 
Silesian territories. Dealing with the composer in twentieth-century literature made me aware 
that my growing fascination for him had been shared by a long list of musicologists, starting 
with a ph.D. dissertation by the Czech musicologist Dobroslav orel, presented in 1914 at the 
university of vienna. over the nine following decades serious attempts were made to trace the 
composer’s origin and centre of activities by reconciling the bewildering variety of spellings of 
his name in Central European sources with the obvious musical influence on his compositions 
by mid-fifteenth century stylistics then developing in France and in the Low Countries. That 
mystery was solved by the discovery of the composer’s Flemish origin: Johannes Tourout must 
have belonged to the innumerable group of well-trained musicians from the West who crossed 
borders to exploit their musical abilities and establish their name, always eager to collect the 
most profitable prebends that would add to the prospect of a decent living having reached old 
age. While no further documents concerning Tourout’s career are known, the following short 
introductions to the included performances of a selection from his ascribed and attributable 
compositions are meant to explore alternative entry-points to the composer’s oeuvre.

* * *
Without question, Tourout’s four-voice Missa Mon oeil is a masterly proof of his musical 
education. Transmitted under the name ‘Monyel’ in Codex Trento 89. The Mass happens to be 
composed around the Discantus and Tenor, borrowed from an unknown French chanson setting 
which most probably opened with the words ‘Mon oeil’. a virelai of the mid 15th-century poet 
antoine de Cuise seems to fit the Discantus rather well: Mon oeil lamente. in the first Kyrie 
these borrowed voices are joined by newly composed high and low Contras. By analysing the 
lowest voice in the various Mass movements, a missing Contratenor for the chanson is rather 

1 andrew kirkman: The Three-voice Mass in the Later Fifteenth and Early Sixteenth Centuries (New 
york & London 1995), pp. 241-289.

2 The spelling ‘Touront’ of the composer’s name in the Trent Codices must have resulted from a 
misreading of the letter ‘u’ for ‘n’, the two often being indistinguishable in the script of the period. only 
the spellings of his name as Thauraut/Taurauth in the Strahov Codex may suggest that the copyist had 
some (oral) knowledge of his correct name.

3 Johannes ockeghem: Masses and Mass Settings (KvNM, utrecht, 1994-2005), fasc. iii/1.
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easy to reconstruct. The Cum Sancto Spiritu section from the Gloria gives an impression of the 
composer’s virtuosity in handling his borrowed material.

EXaMpLE 1:
 Johannes Tourout, Missa Mon oeil: Kyrie 1; Cum Sancto Spiritu
 [Johannes Tourout, vol. 1, pp. [[88-89;]] 1-43]

* * *
Listening to Missa Mon oeil raises a question: did Tourout himself compose French chansons? 
a positive answer to that question may be given by a small motet, Chorus iste Jhesu Xpriste, 
ascribed to Tourout in the Bohemian ‘Codex Speciálník’; a huge collection of polyphonic music 
assembled during the last fifteen years of the 15th century. However, the astonishing discrep-
ancy between its setting and the Latin text makes the authenticity of this transmitted read-
ing extremely doubtful. Fortunately, the music is also copied in ‘Codex Strahov’, the foremost 
important selection of compositions circulating in Bohemia in the third quarter of the 15th 
century. included in a group of textless compositions, most probably of secular origin, its 
layout strongly suggests it to be a setting of a poem in forme-fixe. Looking for a text that 
might fit, i became intrigued by a short motive, including the repetition of a descending leap 
of three notes in the setting’s third phrase, which returns in the next phrase. The rondeau 
Adieu m’amour, adieu ma joye, set also by Dufay, fits this particular motive: the poem’s key-
word ‘Adieu’ is sung twice against the same repeated leap of three notes. and there is more 
to discover among this anonymous group of textless settings in Codex Strahov, as may be 
heard by my hypothetical underlay of the rondeau Fors seulement l’attente que je meure, well 
known from its setting by Johannes ockeghem, to a second piece of the group. Judging from 
its melodic and rhythmic characteristics and its contrapuntal layout, this underlay makes the 
setting stylistically quite comparable to Adieu m’amour, and attributable to Tourout. 

EXaMpLE 2:
 Johannes Tourout, Adieu m’amour, adieu ma joye
 anonymous, Fors seulement l’attente que je meure
 [Johannes Tourout, forthcoming publication]
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Fig. 1:
Johannes Tourout, Adieu m’amour, adieu ma joye, Codex Strahov (Praha, Strahovská knihovna, Ms. D.G.IV. 47), fol. 246r 
(© Královská kanonie premonstrátů na Strahovĕ, Praha)
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* * *
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Fig. 2:
Anon., Fors seulement, Codex Strahov (Praha, Strahovská knihovna, Ms. D.G.IV. 47), fol. 243r (© Královská kanonie 
premonstrátů na Strahovĕ, Praha)
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Somewhat mysteriously ascribed to Tourout is a setting in the 6th tone of Mary’s declara-
tion, his Magnificat for three voices. Transmitted anonymously in Codex Strahov, it returns 
under the name ’Cecus’ in the late 15th-century italian manuscript in perugia. in the same 
manuscript that name returns as the unique ascription among 15 transmissions of Tourout’s 
motet O gloriosa regina mundi, but various essential aspects in both compositions strongly 
support Tourout’s authorship of both compositions. The Magnificat ’s foremost characteristic 
is its advanced melodic and rhythmic integration between the voices, which results in a fine 
balance between the Contratenor’s traditional supporting role and its adherence to rhythmic 
and melodic elements from the other voices, which in turn results in well-placed and well-
shaped lines. The Quia fecit setting for Discantus and Tenor exhibits Tourout’s skill in writing 
exuberant imitation (either strict or with subtle deviations) in alternation with more free 
counterpoint with a preference for quasi-sequential structures.

EXaMpLE 3:
 Johannes Tourout, Magnificat sexti toni:
 Et exultavit – Quia fecit – Fecit potentiam
 [Johannes Tourout, forthcoming publication]

Tourout (“cecus”)
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* * *
The inclusion of compositions ascribed or attributable to Tourout in 15th century sources 
from Bohemia, Central Germany and Hapsburg-controlled parts of Northern italy may be 
the remains of a rather wide-spread interest in the composer, and it seems from a threefold 
transmitted ascription to him that one of his three-voice Mass settings must have been quite 
popular, particularly in Bohemia. By its contrast in contrapuntal virtuosity with Missa Mon 
oeil and his Magnificat, its straight-forward setting, concise declamation of text, and the ab-
sence of a polyphonic Kyrie, the setting may reflect the influence pre-reformation utraquist 
reform movements, particularly in the Bohemian lands. Following one of their traditions, i 
have decided to precede this Missa sine Kyrie in my edition by a chant, a Kyrie with the Eastern 
trope Deus pater misericordie, transmitted in a source of utraquist origin, and published in 
Hana vlhova-Wörner’s impressive publications of Tropi ordinarii Missae.4 The melody for this 

4 Hana vlhová-Wörner: Repertorium troporum Bohemiae medii aevi, vol. 1: Tropi proprii missae 
(praha: Editio Bärenreiter, 2004); vol. 2: Tropi ordinarii missae: Kyrie eleison, Gloria in excelsis Deo (praha: 
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Kyrie is written in the same mode as the Mass, Mixolydian, and the inclusion of a b-flat ‘fa 
super la’ at the end of its final phrases is identical with Tourout’s polyphonic settings towards 
the final of all movements of the Mass.

in its presumably original reading, transmitted in Codex Trento 89, the Agnus Dei is miss-
ing as well, but Codex Strahov transmits a single Agnus Dei section of 27 measures, which 
clearly belongs to this Mass. However, after singing the line ‘Miserere nobis’, the remaining 
eight measures only fit the opening of a second Agnus Dei, that comes to an end on C, which 
clearly contrasts with the final G of the other movements of the Mass. Has a final Agnus Dei 
been lost, or was here perhaps only some reference to it, along the lines of Agnus ultimus 
super...? if so, the only possibility is to return to the ‘Cum Sancto Spiritu’ section of the Gloria, 
to which the text of the final Agnus Dei fits surprisingly well.

Singing the Kyrie, followed by the polyphonic Gloria and the hypothetically completed Ag-
nus Dei may give an idea how this outstanding composition may have functioned as something 
more than just a very attractive piece of music.

EXaMpLE 4:
 Kyrie Deus pater misericordie
 [Repertorium troporum Bohemiae medii aevi, vol 2: Tropi ordinarii missae, p. 189] 

 Johannes Tourout, Missa sine Kyrie: Gloria; Agnus Dei
 [Johannes Tourout, vol. 2, pp [Xvi], 1-19]

* * *
Did Tourout return to his homeland? That possibility is suggested by the style of the anony-
mous fragmentary transmission, preserved today in Brussels, Conservatoire royal, Ms. 33346, 
of the Kyrie from the already mentioned Missa Sine nomine, which at the end of the century 
became ascribed in an italian source, verona, Biblioteca Capitulare, Codex DCCLiX, to Johannes 
ockeghem, the ‘Master from Tours’. Today the ascription is generally rejected; it is the only 
Mass attributable to the ‘Johannes from Thourout’, which has been recorded more than once. 
Having included it as Missa Primi toni in the edition’s third volume, pp. 39-61, i do hope that 
from now on you may listen to its attractive setting with different ears.

By the clearly recognizable musical language shared by these compositions, their composer 
appears to be one of the initiators of a new era in which the treatment of text and music 
turned from a highly individual attitude into a more direct communication of feelings and 
emotions. a comparison between these compositions brings to light remarkable resemblances 
between melodic gestures, rhythmic patterns, contrapuntal layout and the structural function 
of cadences. providing text to this musical complexity reveals that its components turn out 
to be ideal ingredients, generally supporting a most satisfying presentation of text. in this 
respect the composer’s approach to word-setting suggests a certain Flemish realism not un-
like aspects of the visual arts from his contemporaries in the Low Countries. influence of the 
expanding literary art of the ‘rederijkers’ in circles of the intellectual bourgeois in Flanders 
may be assumed.

* * *
Sources and compositions mentioned in this contribution:
– Brussel/Bruxelles, Bibliotheek van het Koninklijk Muziekconservatorium, Bibliothèque 

du Conservatoire royal de Musique, Ms. 33346, copied third quarter of the 15th century, 
presumably in the Low Countries.

– perugia, Biblioteca Comunale augusta, Ms 431 (G.20), ca. 1490.
– Hradec Králové, Muzeum východních Čech, Ms. ii a 7, ‘Codex Speciálník’; copied ca. 1485-

1500.
– praha, Strahovská knihovna, Královská kanonie premonstrátů na Strahovĕ, Ms. D.G.iv. 47 

‘Codex Strahov’; copied ca. 1464 and 1467-1470.
– Trento, Museo provinciale d’arte, Castello del Buon Consiglio, Ms. 1375, olim Ms. 88, copied 

ca. 1456-1460/62. 
– Trento, Museo provinciale d’arte, Castello del Buon Consiglio, Ms. 1376, olim Ms. 89, copied 

ca. 1460-1463/64 and 1465-1468.

Editio Bärenreiter, 2006); vol. 3: Tropi ordinarii missae: Sanctus (praha: Editio Bärenreiter, 2010); vol. 4: 
Tropi ordinarii missae: Agnus Dei (praha: Editio Bärenreiter, 2013).
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– Trento, Museo provinciale d’arte, Castello del Buon Consiglio, Ms. 1378, olim Ms. 91, copied 
ca. 1472-1476/77.

– vatican Library, Ms Chigi C viii 234 ,copied ca. 1500 in the Low Countries
– verona, Biblioteca Capitolare, Codex DCCLiX, copied late 15th century, presumably in verona.

For detailed information and relevant publications about the composer, his name, as-
pects of his style, and authenticity problems in his oeuvre, see my edition Johannes Tour-
out. Ascribed and attributable compositions in 15th-century sources from Central Europe; 
published by the Koninklijke vereniging voor Nederlandse Muziekgeschiedenis (KvNM). 
order address: poB 1514, NL-3500 BM utrecht, The Netherlands. The edition is available 
at the university Library in Warsaw and Jan palach Library (Charles university) in prague. 

* * *
Music performed by the members of the Tiburtina Ensemble (artistic direction Barbora 
KaBáTKová):*5
– Hana BLažíKová – soprano, harp
– Barbora KaBáTKová – soprano, harp
– Tomáš LaJTKEp – tenor
– ondřej HoLuB – tenor
– Jaromír NoSEK – bass

recording director: Slavomír HoříNKa

Music examples: Eric JaS

* The recording was financially supported by the Jrp HEra Sound Memories, the Charles university 
in prague (Q07), and the Ministry of Culture of the Czech republic (project No. MK-S 12166/2017 ouLK).
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Die Druckgrafik ist für die Erforschung der Mu-
sikkultur des 16. Jahrhunderts eine nicht zu un-
terschätzende Quelle. Die Erfindung dieses Medi-

ums veränderte in der Frühen Neuzeit die Methoden der 
Musikverbreitung in ganz Europa. Der Musikdruck ist 
dabei zu einem Mittel geworden, das den dynamischen 
austausch zwischen den jeweiligen kulturell und sprach-
lich verschiedenen Gebieten der damaligen zivilisierten 
Welt ermöglichte. Die historischen Länder, die damals 
die Grundlage des Königreichs Böhmen bildeten, waren 
bereits seit dem aufkommen des Notendrucks ein inte-
graler Bestandteil des europäischen Buchhandels – trotz 
der prekären Konfessionsentwicklung, die die Länder 
gerade durchgingen. Bei der musikologischen Bewertung 
der Musikkultur wurde in den Böhmischen Ländern der 
renaissance das Manuskript lange Zeit gegenüber dem 
universelleren Druck als primäre Quelle bevorzugt. Des-
halb wurde die Form sowie die Entwicklung der heimi-
schen Musikkultur oft nur sehr einseitig interpretiert. 
Die böhmische Musik wurde demnach als geschlossen 
und lokal gedeutet. Daher entschied ich mich vor einigen 
Jahren, mich intensiv mit dem Musikdruck auseinander-
zusetzen, und zwar aus zwei verschiedenen Gesichts-
punkten. Erstens habe ich mich mit den böhmischen 
Druckwerkstätten beschäftigt, zweitens versuchte ich, 
ein ausführliches verzeichnis der Musikdrücke, die in den 
tschechischen Bibliotheken und archiven erhalten blie-
ben, zu erstellen. Zeitlich habe ich diese arbeit zwischen 
die Jahre 1480 und 1630 eingegrenzt. Die chronologische 
Einschränkung kommt einerseits durch die Entstehung 
sowie Durchsetzung des Musikdrucks in Europa zustande, 
andererseits durch den gesellschaftlich-politischen Bruch, 
der in Böhmen in den 1620-er Jahren stattfand. Eine 
wichtige rolle spielte auch die Tatsache, dass sich in den 
ersten drei Jahrzehnten des 17. Jahrhunderts der Stil der 
europäischen Musik grundlegend ändert, weshalb sich 
auch die art ihrer Festhaltung und präsentierung gewan-
delt hat. Meine arbeit wurde vor zwei Jahren bei dem 
verlag Koniasch Latin press in prag veröffentlicht. Die 
Grundlage deren ist ein übersichtliches verzeichnis der 
Drucke der vokalpolyphonie, frühen Monodie, Musiktheo-
rie sowie instrumentalen Musik, die bis zur heutigen Zeit 
in Böhmen erhalten blieben. Das verzeichnis beinhaltet 
also keine Drucke der Gesangbücher, keine Choraldrucke 
und keine gelegentlichen Drucke.

Selbstverständlich kann solch ein gewonnenes ver-
zeichnis der Musikdrucke unsere Gedanken zum auftre-
ten und zur Entwicklung des Musikrepertoires in Böhmen 
der renaissance nur teils beeinflussen. Die Tatsache, dass 
gerade diese Drucke erhalten blieben, ist nämlich nur ein 
Ergebnis der historischen Zufälligkeit. Dennoch besitzt es 
eine große aussagekraft: Trotz seiner Bruchstückhaftig-
keit umschließt das verzeichnis gelungen den Kreis der 
Musikstücke, autoren, Musikarten und -genres, die über 
den Musikdruck in Böhmen verbreitet und ausgeübt 
wurden und ihren platz in der Musikgeschichte in der 
Zeit vor der Schlacht am Weißen Berg gefunden haben. Es 
schlägt auch die verbreitungswege des damaligen reper-
toires vor und definiert die Kontakte zwischen Böhmen 
und anderen Zentren des damaligen Europas eindeutiger 
wie vorige Studien. Dennoch bin ich mir sicher, dass aus 

historical music prints in the Bohemian 
Lands before 1630
The author deals with the history of music prints in 
the renaissance and Baroque periods. Concentrating 
on musical prints of vocal polyphony, early monody, 
music theory and instrumental music stored in Czech 
archives and libraries, he attempts to enrich our knowl-
edge of the occurrence, importance, and uses of music 
prints in the Bohemian lands between 1480s and 1630. 
The chronological frame is determined by the inven-
tion and diffusion of the music press in Europe and by 
the radical socio-political change in Bohemia after the 
Battle of White Mountain (1620). Moreover, just during 
the first three decades of the seventeenth century the 
European music underwent substantial transformations, 
which changed the ways the music was recorded and 
presented. The study brings out the results of author’s 
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dem verzeichnis keine simplen Schlussfolgerungen zu ziehen sind. Es ist nämlich offensichtlich, 
dass die absolute Mehrheit der Musikdrucke, die in Böhmen in der renaissance verwendet wur-
den, in den folgenden Jahrhunderten zerstört, weggeführt, ins ausland verkauft wurden oder 
verlorengingen. Ein wichtiger anlass für die Entstehung dieser arbeit waren die unzähligen 
versuche zu einer ganzeuropäischen Bewertung der gedruckten Musikgeschichte-Quellenlage in 
den letzten 50 Jahren. Diese oft sehr anregenden versuche sind auf gewisser Weise unendlich, 
da ständig etwas Neues verfolgt wird und die Erfindungen und neuen Erkenntnisse dank der 
Digitalisierung und methodologischen Globalisierung immer aktuell sind. Das wichtigste ver-
zeichnis dieser art ist riSM. Die tschechischen Sammlungen sind in seinem rahmen allerdings 
nur sehr unsystematisch erfasst: Die angeführten informationen, die sich auf die Musikdrucke 
in den tschechischen Bibliotheken, archiven und Büchersammlungen beziehen, sind unvoll-
ständig – und was noch schlimmer ist, sehr oft ungenau und manchmal sogar irreführend. 
in meiner arbeit versuche ich, diese Mängel richtigzustellen. in der Tschechischen republik 
sind jedoch derzeit mehr als 1100 Bibliotheken und Büchersammlungen registriert, in denen 
sich eventuell Musikdrucke aus dem genannten Zeitraum befinden könnten. Bei weitem nicht 
alle dieser Bibliotheken waren und sind dabei öffentlich zugänglich. auch deshalb kann mein 
verzeichnis nicht als endgültig betrachtet werden. vor Kurzem habe ich bereits eine Ergänzung 
zum Buch publiziert und zurzeit bereite ich eine neue vor.

Die durchgeführte untersuchung und revision von riSM haben eine reihe an neuen und 
auch gesamteuropäisch relevanten Erkenntnissen gebracht. Wenn wir die Ergebnisse der un-
tersuchung zusammenfassen, können wir sagen, dass in Böhmen bisher mehr als 330 eigen-
ständige Titel der Drucke der polyphonie, Musiktheorie, instrumentalen Musik sowie frühen 
Monodie gefunden wurden. angesichts der Methodik des Musikdruckes in dem genannten 
Zeitraum, in dem die polyphonen Kompositionen weitgehend in separat gedruckten vokalparts 
publiziert wurden, bedeutet dies auch, dass mehr als 650 Exemplare solcher Drucke gefunden 
und identifiziert wurden. Das ist ein großer Fundus, der zugleich viele Fragen aufwirft und zu 
weiteren eigenständigen Studien einlädt. in diesem Fundus befinden sich auch sehr wertvolle 
weltweite unikate. Die darin gefundenen vokale ergänzen die Quellen, die an anderen orten 
in Europa aufbewahrt werden und ermöglichen somit das Studium und die Bearbeitung der 
bisher nicht kritisch beleuchteten Musikstücke. 

angesicht dessen, dass der untersuchte Fundus der historischen Musikdrucke ständig durch 
verschiedene Wandlungen im Sinne der neuen Erkenntnisse (kurz vor dieser Konferenz habe 
ich in den Klosterbibliotheken in Mittelböhmen acht Exemplare der ältesten dokumentierten 
musiktheoretischen gedruckten arbeit aus dem Jahr 1480 gefunden), verluste, Dislokationen 
usw. durchmacht, wurde auch eine Datenbankversion dieses verzeichnisses geschaffen, die in 
kurzer Zeit auf der internetseite von association for Central European Cultural Studies (Nadace 
pro dějiny kultury ve střední Evropě) in der Spalte »Staré hudební tisky« (»alte Musikdrucke«) 
veröffentlicht wird (http://www.acecs.cz/?f_idx=6). Dieses online verfügbare repertorium 
wird auch um alte Musikdrucke erweitert, die in Mähren aufbewahrt werden, wodurch eine 
umfassende Quellensammlung ausgebaut wird, die die rezeption und Lagerung im ganzen 
Königreich Böhmen dokumentiert. Die internetversion, mit der in Hinblick auf verschiedene 
Kriterien – auch im internationalen Maßstab – gearbeitet werden kann, ist den Copyright-
Möglichkeiten nach mit Bilderbestandteilen ausgestattet, die die genannten Quellen in ganzer 
oder partieller version zeigt. Das Forschungsteam, das unter der Schirmherrschaft der associa-
tion for Central European Cultural Studies und des Forschungszentrums Musica rudolphina 
arbeitet, möchte auch in den kommenden Jahren dieses repertorium aktualisieren, ergänzen 
und fachlich revidieren.

Erlauben Sie mir, den gefundenen Fundus zusammenzufassen: insgesamt wurden mehr als 
650 Drucke gefunden, die in der endgültigen Liste ungefähr 330 eigenständige Titel vertreten. 
Nur circa 50 Drucke sind vokal vollständig (wir zählen dazu nicht die theoretischen Drucke 
und Drucke mit instrumentaler Musik). in der großen Mehrzahl handelt es sich um sogenannte 
»Chorbücher« oder um Quellen der frühen Monodie. in den anderen Fällen sind hauptsächlich 
selbstständige Stimmen oder Stimmtorsi aus ursprünglich mehrstimmiger Kollektion erhalten. 
Einige Titel haben sich sogar in mehreren Exemplaren erhalten, meistens in verschiedenen ins-
titutionen. am meisten ist der umfassende Messendruck von Carl Luython, der auf dem prager 
Hof des Kaisers rudolf ii. tätig war, aus dem Jahr 1609 erhalten geblieben (8 Exemplare). Die 
gefundenen Drucke stammen von mehr als hundert europäischen Druckern. am meisten sind 
die deutschen (ungefähr 150 Drucke), dann französischen (39), italienischen (36), tschechi-
schen (25), niederländischen (6), schweizerischen (5), österreichischen (5) und schlesischen (4) 
Drucker vertreten. Bei manchen Titeln ist der Drucker unbekannt. unter den deutschen poly-
phonen Drucken dominieren dann eindeutig die Drucker aus Nürnberg. Dies bestätigt die oft 

http://www.acecs.cz/?f_idx=6
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wiederholte Erkenntnis, dass Nürnberg für prag (und Böhmen) ein wichtiges Buchdruckzent-
rum und zugleich eine inspiration war. aus der sprachlichen Sicht ist am meisten Latein (ca. 
230 Drucke), dann italienisch (38), Deutsch (33), Französisch (5) und Tschechisch (5) vertreten. 
viele Drucke kommen gemeinsam in Form eines Konvoluts vor. Die meisten sind dabei bis heute 
im ursprünglichen Einband erhalten und enthalten auch wertvolle inhaber-Exlibris sowie die 
Namen der Benutzer. vollständig sind meistens auch die musiktheoretischen Drucke, von denen 
sich in Böhmen eine relativ hohe anzahl erhalten hat. allgemein lässt sich feststellen, dass 
in dem verzeichnis alle wichtigen Musiktheoretiker der renaissance und des frühen Barocks 
vertreten sind.

aus der Sicht der bisherigen interpretation der böhmischen Musikkultur in der Zeit vor 
der Schlacht auf dem Weißen Berg überrascht uns eine relativ große anzahl der erhaltenen 
Drucke der profanen Musik, vor allem der lustigen und einfachen Musikstücke des Typs Frot-
tola, villanella und der polyphonen Lieder. Hoch ist auch die anzahl an Drucken mit »neuer 
Musik«, die entweder eine mehrchörige polyphonie mit Basso continuo, oder erste Elemente 
der Monodie enthalten. Überraschend ist hingegen die niedrige anzahl der Drucke mit inst-
rumentaler Musik. Bemerkenswert ist ebenfalls das hohe vorkommen der erhaltenen Drucke 
zur Musiktheorie. Wenn wir das verzeichnis der erhaltenen Drucke chronologisch betrachten, 
wird ersichtlich, dass die musiktheoretischen Drucke nach Böhmen als erste eingedrungen 
sind, da sie bei den Drucken der ersten Hälfte des 16. Jahrhunderts überwiegen. Die musik-
theoretischen Werke wurden wahrscheinlich vorsichtiger wie die vokalmusik gelagert, und 
das hauptsächlich in den vorankommenden Jahrhunderten, denn sie wurden noch immer vor 

Abb. 1:
Die Drucke mit der 

Musik von Carl Luython 
im online Repertorium

(http://www.acecs.
cz/?f_idx=6,  

query: »Luython«)

http://www.acecs.cz/?f_idx=6
http://www.acecs.cz/?f_idx=6
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allem als Lehrbücher verstanden: Sehr oft sind sie nämlich mit weiteren nicht-musikalischen 
Drucken zu Konvoluten, die beispielsweise die Grundkenntnisse von Quadrivium enthalten, 
zusammengebunden. Zu einem gewissen Teil ist es verständlich, dass die meisten Drucke aus 
der Wende vom 16. zum 17. Jahrhundert erhalten sind, wo der Musikdruck zu einer gesuchten 
und auch breit angebotenen Ware wurde. Manche Jahre sind mit einer bemerkenswert hohen 
anzahl der erhaltenen Quellen dokumentiert: Beispielsweise 1570-er Jahre (1573: 8 Drucke, 
1574: 5 Drucke, 1579: 6 Drucke), genauso wie die folgenden 1580-er Jahre (1580: rekordan-
zahl 12 Drucke!). Somit überrascht auch nicht, dass die erste Hälfte des 16. Jahrhunderts 
nur durch eine verhältnismäßige kleine anzahl an rein musikalischen, also notierten Drucke, 
dokumentiert ist. Trotz der Torsohaftigkeit dieses Fundus zeigt dieser Katalog die Wandlungen 
der Beliebtheit der autoren und Genres. Während des ganzen untersuchten Zeitraumes ist in 
Böhmen das vorkommen aller wichtigen europäischen autoren, arten und Genres belegbar. 
ansporn zu weiteren Gedanken gibt die Liste der Komponisten, die durch die Drucke in Böhmen 
präsent waren. Es handelt sich um eine zahlreiche und bunte palette sowohl bekannter als 
auch heute bereits vollkommen vergessener autoren. als signifikant kann betrachtet werden, 
dass orlando di Lasso, Jacob Handl Gallus und Michael praetorius mit ihren Werken am meisten 
vertreten sind. Mit diesem verzeichnis öffnet sich also die Diskussion und lädt zu einer weiteren 
ausarbeitung auch des inhaltes dieser Drucke, die nun bei jeder weiteren ausarbeitung und 
interpretation der Musikkultur in den Böhmischen Ländern zwischen 1500 und 1630 nicht 
mehr übersehen werden dürfen.
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Introduction

We have Dvořák’s own testimony as to how im-
portant he considered sketches that preceded 
the completion of definitive versions of his 

compositions. In an interview with Egon Šamberk, he 
indicated that he himself habitually wrote out sketches, 
intended to capture the substance of his motivic work; 
these played an important role in planning his “musical 
expression”.1 Josef Bohuslav Foerster recollected advice 
that Dvořák had given: it was a good thing that Foer-
ster made sketches; principal lines had to be captured, 
without one’s getting lost in the details, which ought 
to be worked out later. Modulations could be indicated 
with a few notes and then one should immediately move 
on. “Idea” was “everything” – one’s thoughts need never 
return, whilst every note was important; indeed, just a 
single one could often lead on to great things.2

The importance that Dvořák himself appears to have 
attached to sketches notwithstanding, the systematic 
study of his own corpus of sketches appears to be in 
its infancy. Indeed, the only article devoted exclusively 
to the significance of Dvořák’s sketches to date is that 
by Milan Kuna, to the best of our knowledge, dating 
from 1954.3 Though extremely brief, it has not lost its 
value – indeed, the contrary is the case, since the cor-
pus of sketches by Dvořák in the private hands of the 
conductor Václav Talich (referred to in the article) has 
since become publicly available at the National Library 
in Prague and is now freely accessible online.4

A handful of articles on particular works by Dvořák 
do very briefly refer to extant sketches of the individual 
works in question,5 and two recent doctoral dissertations 
do discuss sketches – on the Seventh Symphony6 and the 

1 “Činím si vždy náčrty, které obsahují vše podstatné pro 
moji motivickou práci, pro zamýšlený hudební výraz.” See Šou-
rek , Otakar: Dvořák ve vzpomínkách a dopisech, Praha: Orbis, 
1951, p. 165, cited in Sychra , Antonín: Estetika Dvořákovy 
symfonické tvorby, Praha: Státní nakladatelství krásné literatu-
ry, hudby a umění, 1959, p. 10. 

2 “‘Dobře, že skizzujete,’ poznamenal, ‘hlavní linie se musí 
zachytit, neztrácet se v podrobnostech, to je věc vypracová
ní. Nápad je všecko. Kde je třeba, zejména modulační obraty, 
označit několika notami a hned dál. Myšlenky se nevracejí a 
záleží na každé notě. Jediná může často dokázati veliké vě-
ci.’” – See FoerSter , Josef Bohuslav: Poutník v Hamburku, Pra-
ha: Evropský literární klub, 1939, p. 166, cited in VejVodoVá , 
Veronika: Dvořákova poslední opera ‘Armida’, op. 115: Geneze 
a recepce, doctoral dissertation, Masaryk University of Brno, 
2016, https://is.muni.cz/th/z7gd5/text_19.pdf, p. 42.

3 kuna , Milan: “Význam studia Dvořákových Náčrtů”, Hu-
dební rozhledy VII/20 (1954), pp. 923924.

4 I am indebted to the musicologist David Beveridge for 
this information.

5 An example is BeVeridge , David: “Dvořák’s Dumka and 
the Concept of Nationalism in Music Historiography”, The Jour-
nal of Musicological Research 12 (1993), pp. 303325.

6 k inton , Leslie: A documentary study and Schenkerian 
analysis of Dvořák’s Symphony in D minor, Op. 70, doctoral dis-
sertation, University of Toronto, 2008.

This work was financially supported by the Ministry of Cul-
ture of the Czech Republic (DKRVO 2018/43, National Museum, 
00023272). – Studie vznikla za finanční podpory Ministerstva 
kultury ČR v rámci institucionálního financování dlouhodobé-
ho koncepčního rozvoje výzkumné organizace Národní muze-
um (DKRVO 2018/43, 00023272).

Abstract
Recent work by Haig Utidjian has helped shed light on 
aspects of the stemma mutually relating the manuscript 
sources appertaining to the Mass in D (the “Lužanská”) 
by Antonín Dvořák; yet an important element has re-
mained largely unexplored – namely the composer’s ex-
tant sketches. These consist of a single fragment as well 
as a substantial, continuous version spanning the entire 
work. The present article is the first to provide a detailed 
discussion of this material. The sketches help demon-
strate the evolution of the work through its various 
stages. Following a detailed description of the Kyrie of 
the Mass, particular passages selected from other move-
ments are highlighted, with a view to exemplifying the 
various ways in which the sketches may be related to the 
more definitive versions. The sketches throw some light 
as to manner in which of Dvořák’s thinking progres-
sively developed, and can even be pressed into service 
to provide support in favour of a particular reading in 
instances of editorial uncertainty. It is hoped that the 
present introductory study may serve as a stimulus for 
the largerscale examination of the corpus of extant 
sketches across the composer’s oeuvre, which we consider 
essential if reliable generalisations about his inclinations 
and procedures are to be made.
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Antonín; Mass in D (“Lužanská”); liturgy; compositional 
procedures, extant sketches, critical edition
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opera Armida,7 respectively; but the corpus of sketches as a whole does not appear to have been 
studied in detail. A partial exception is Antonín Sychra’s monumental study of the aesthetics of 
Dvořák’s symphonic compositions published in 1959.8 Sychra has recourse to Dvořák’s sketches 
throughout his volume, in connection with several works, illustrated with well over a dozen 
photographic plates, featuring specimens ranging from several works and representing vari-
ous degrees of maturity. Indeed, Sychra himself remarked how surprising it was that Dvořák’s 
sketches had not been hitherto exploited as they deserved to be, considering their importance 
in revealing something of the composer’s creative processes, rendering as they did palpable the 
maturation of the artist’s thinking.9

* * *
Our insight into Dvořák’s sketches in general is far from advanced. On the other hand, the phy-
logenetic tree comprising the extant manuscripts corresponding to the various versions of the 
Mass in D is now better understood than ever before.10 Having gained intimate familiarity with 
the various versions of the Mass in D in the course of his work as a professional performer as 
well as having benefited from unprecedented access to all the extant manuscripts of the work – 
in Prague as well as in London, stimulated by the pioneering work by David Beveridge11 and 
being engaged in the preparation of a new edition of the work (for publication by Bärenreiter 
Praha), the present writer felt that the time might be ripe to undertake a preliminary inves-
tigation on the sketches of the Mass in D, which form the subject of the present contribution.

The present article is thus intended to serve as a succinct introduction to the extant sketch-
es associated with the Mass in D, and adheres to the following plan. First, we consider the 
sketches associated with the Mass in the context of all the manuscript sources for the Mass. 
We then proceed to a detailed description of the continuous sketch in the case of the Kyrie, 
and subsequently focus on several particularly telling examples drawn from the remainder of 
the Mass, each of which has been chosen as being of especial musical interest, and thus apt to 
shed light on a particular point. The paper ends with a summary of our main conclusions, and 
poses a number of questions warranting further research. 

Unless otherwise indicated, page numbers refer to the extant manuscript of the continu-
ous sketch of the Mass (S1) and we identify passages therein by page, system number, and 
number of bar within the system (as the bars are not numbered). Other symbols referring to 
sources are defined below. Bar numbers refer to the numbering found in the new Bärenreiter 
Praha score, edited by Haig Utidjian (forthcoming), which is consistent with other standard 
versions – with the exception that our numbering for the Kyrie commences on the bar of the 
first soprano entry (since the two introductory bars preceding the choral entry have been 
eschewed in this edition, being a later addition and, moreover, one that is peculiar to the 
orchestral version of the Mass).

7 VejVodoVá 2016 ( note 2).
8 Sychra 1959 ( note 1). I am grateful to the musicologist Veronika Vejvodová for having drawn 

this volume to my attention.
9 We have paraphrased a passage (p. 10) from Sychra’s preface (dated 5 December 1957): “Zkoumaje 

genesi Dvořákova díla, zabývám se důkladněji, než je obvyklé v hudebně vědecké literatuře, skladatelo-
vými náčrty. Je s podivem, že není zatím zvykem využívat těchto materiálů, jak si toho zasluhuji. Vždyť 
to jsou prvořadé prameny, chcemeli se něco dovědět o umělcově tvůrčím procesu: můžeme v nich přímo 
hmatat, jak zrály umělcovy myšlenky.”

10 See particularly utidj ian, Haig: “Towards a stemma of the MS sources of Dvořák’s Mass in D”, 
Journal of Czech and Slovak Music 26 (2017), pp. 718, 2017, henceforth referred to as “utidj ian 2017b”.

11 The reader is especially referred to the seminal volume, BeVeridge , David R.: Zdenka a Josef 
Hlávkovi – Anna a Antonín Dvořákovi: Přátelství dvou manželských párů a jeho plody v českém a světovém 
umění [= Studie Národohospodářského ústavu Josefa Hlávky, 12], Praha: Národohospodářský ústav Josefa 
Hlávky, 2012. As well as drawing attention to the crucial role played by the friendship between Zdenka 
Hlávková and Anna Dvořáková – leading to the friendship between their husbands, and the role it played 
on Dvořák’s output – not least the Mass in D, Beveridge has drawn attention to unknown or forgotten 
sources, gathered together all relevant sources appertaining to the composition, collated private cor-
respondence as well as commentaries in the press in Central Europe and in England, shed unprecedented 
light on the circumstances of the genesis of the Mass and the history of its performance, corrected all 
manner of misapprehensions and misunderstandings. 
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The manuscript sources at our disposal 
The following manuscript sources have reached us:12

 Continuous sketch (S1)
 This was embarked upon by the composer on 26 March 1887, and completed on 26 May 1887.13 

It is kept at the Czech Museum of Music (Inventory No. NMČMH S 76/1453), and is the object 
of main interest of the present paper. 

 Fragment of fugue (S2)
 This consists of a mere single sheet of paper, of which one side and a half bears part of the 

fugue from the Credo of the Mass, set to the words et iterum venturum est. The recto side 
bears the pagination 25f and the starting point indeed corresponds to p. 25 of S1. However, 
S2 seems to have been rejected by Dvořak in his autograph score, which instead adopts the 
corrected version of the fugue found on S1. In consequence, it is not easy to place this frag-
ment in the overall stemma. S2 is kept at the Czech Museum of Music.14

 Autograph of organ version (A1)
 This was started in Vysoká on 26 May 1887,15 and completed by the composer on 17 June 

1887, and it too is kept at the Czech Museum of Music.16 
 Elsnic’s fair copies (E1, E2)
 Jan Elsnic prepared two fair copies of the score fo the organ version, probably based on A1, 

though exhibiting some minor differences. These copies were completed on 1 August (E1) and 
7 August (E2) 1887. The crucial importance of E2 resides in the fact that Dvořák personally 
came to correct and annotate this manuscript, as well as adding a part for violoncello and 
double bass below the organ part. There are some further differences between E2 and E1. We 
were recently able to demonstrate17 that (i) some errors in E1 do not appear in E2, thereby 
suggesting that (at least to some extent) Elsnic referred to A1 in preparing E2, but that (ii) 
he reinterpreted aspects of A1 that he may have found unclear in preparing E2, such that 
errors resulted in E2 not found in E1; and (iii) remarkably, when Dvořák came to correct E2, 
he reacted to errors committed by Elsnic in E2, yet chose to rectify these not by reverting 
to the passages as found in A1, but by dint of inventing new solutions – thus demonstrat-
ing an impressive element of creative fecundity. E2 consequently contains new readings and 
does not always adhere to A1. E1 is kept at the Czech Museum of Music,18 whilst E2, which 
belongs to the Music Sales Group. (the current owners of Novello), is on permanent loan to 
the British Library in London.19

 Vocal parts (V1-4)
 These were discovered in Lužany and are in possession of the Hlávka Foundation; it is rea-

sonable to assume that they may have been used for the private première in Lužany, on 
11 September 1887. 

12 Only a very brief summary will be included here; for a fuller discussion of the sources and of their 
history, the reader is referred to utidj ian, Haig: “The Dvořák Mass in D (‘Lužanská’) for chorus, organ, 
violoncello and doublebass”, Musicalia 9/12 (2017), pp. 93104, https://publikace.nm.cz/periodickepub-
likace/maehmhjotcmom/912/dvorakovamseddurluzanskaprosborvarhanyvioloncellaakontrabasy, 
henceforth referred to as “utidj ian 2017a”.

13 The date 6. 4. 1847 written by Dvořák at the end of p. 16 of S1 indicates completion of the sketch 
of Kyrie and Gloria on that date. As David Beveridge has pointed out – see BeVeridge 2012 ( note 11), 
p. 85, footnote 6, the fact of Dvořák’s completion of these movements (albeit in S1 and not the autograph 
A1) was announced in Dalibor on 9. 4. 1887. (This would seem to suggest that Dvořák ascribed a degree 
of finality to the continuous sketch of these movements – at least at the time.) Beveridge cites indirect 
evidence as suggesting that these two movements were completed in Prague. 

As David Beveridge points out (BeVeridge 2012,  note 11, pp. 8586), over the remainder of the 
continuous sketch, Dvořák appears to have divided his time between work on S1 and on his love songs, 
Cypresses. He thus appears to have taken time off working on the Mass to work on the songs 2127 April 
and 2021 May. The composer’s further indications of date on S1 suggest that he completed the Credo 
on 6 May (p. 30) and the Sanctus on 17 May. He commenced work on the Agnus on 23 May in Vysoká 
(p. 39), completing S1 on 26 May in Vysoká. 

14 Inventory No. NMČMH S 76/1453.
15 That is, on the very same day on which S1 was completed – as David Beveridge points out: 

BeVeridge 2012 ( note 11), p. 86.
16 Inventory No. NMČMH S 76/1452.
17 See utidj ian 2017b ( note 10).
18 Inventory No. NMČMH S 226/941.
19 Music Loan 69/2.

https://publikace.nm.cz/periodicke-publikace/maehmhjotcmom/9-1-2/dvorakova-mse-d-dur-luzanska-pro-sbor-varhany-violoncella-a-kontrabasy
https://publikace.nm.cz/periodicke-publikace/maehmhjotcmom/9-1-2/dvorakova-mse-d-dur-luzanska-pro-sbor-varhany-violoncella-a-kontrabasy
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 Autograph of orchestral version (A2)
 Dvořák was called upon to prepare a version of the Mass with orchestral accompaniment; 

the manuscript was completed on 15 June 1892. It too belongs to the Music Sales Group and 
is on permanent loan to the British Library (Music Loan 69/3).

Two relevant printed sources (VS1, VS2)
Though printed editions are not of primary interest in this paper, we shall have occasion to 
refer to two early published sources in the discussion below. They are the 1893 Novello Vocal 
Score (VS1), which was almost certainly approved by the composer; and a slightly later undated 
Novello Vocal Score (VS2), of which some exemplars rather misleadingly bore the date 1893 – 
leading most commentators to mistake it for the genuine 1893 edition.20

The Kyrie
To allow the reader to gain an impression of the nature and scale of the differences (from 
the familiar versions of the mass) encountered in S1, we shall commence with a comparison 
of S1 ( Fig. 1af) with A1 for the Kyrie section of the Mass.21 Our intention is not to provide 
a comprehensive inventory, but to draw attention to a number of interesting touches with a 
view to forming a picture of the sorts of changes made in proceeding from sketch to definitive 
autograph manuscript, with a view to achieving an understanding of the nature of S1 thereby. 
However, it is noteworthy that changes did not merely occur in proceeding from S1 to A1; 
rather, S1 itself witnessed changes – earlier versions being obliterated by being scratched out 
by means of a knife (and thus no longer legible) and being overwritten by others, or by dint 
of being crossed out by means of diagonal lines. 

S1 bears the marking Andante, in contrast to Andante con moto in A1.
Mise en page: It is extremely likely that Dvořák may have had S1 at hand in writing A1 

(since, as we saw, he embarked on A1 on the very day he completed S1), although he may also 
have had other fragments and papers available to him that are no longer extant. But the mise 
en page is not identical in the two manuscripts.22 The manuscript paper in both cases had 
twentyfour ruled staves per page, Dvořák managed to fit three systems on the first page of 
A1: the first two were from page 1 of S1, and third was system 1 of p. 2 of S1. Further, S1 is 
denser in p. 2, as Dvořák here excluded vocal parts that had rests throughout the whole sys-
tem, covering the entire width of the page. By the end of the middle system of p. 2 of S1, the 
mises en page of the two manuscripts diverge completely. Finally, we note that Dvořák did not 
maintain consistency in his layout in S1, and sometimes made errors as a result – for instance, 
in the fifth bar of system 2 on p. 2 of S1, he wrote the choral tenor part on the choral bass 
line, in error. 

S1 has virtually no dynamics, whereas A1 bears dynamic indications, and hairpins or verbal 
instructions for changes in dynamic.

The C sharp – C sharp tie between bars 4 and 5 of the organ right hand is found in both 
S1 and A1, but the D – D ties between bars 2 and 3 and bars 3 and 4, are not in S1 but are 
already present in A1 (and recur in later sources).

Unlike A1, the soprano in S1 has rests in bar 8, and the soprano entry occurs in bar 9. In 
A1, the soprano entry starts in bar 8, and continues in bar 9, retaining the same notes we find 
in S1, but appropriately adjusting the verbal underlay to account for the words sung in the 
previous bar. Accordingly, in bar 9 S1 has Ky-ri-e e-, whilst A1 has -e e-lei-. 

The choral bass entry (bar 8 of the Kyrie): in S1 the second note is slightly ambiguous, but 
judging from the organ part it is a D sharp. In contrast, in A1 Dvořák wrote a C sharp – per-
haps wishing to avoid a dissonance.

Proceeding to p. 2 of S1, system 4, bar 4 (corresponding to bar 31 of A1), the choral tenor 
has a particularly interesting part that Dvořák came to abandon in proceeding to A1. Unlike 
A1, where the tenors merely sing a crotchet F sharp in bar 31, have rests, and resume with the 
same F sharp in bar 32, S1 has the tenors singing crotchets F sharp, E sharp, F sharp, followed 

20 For a full discussion see utidj ian 2017a ( note 12), esp. pp. 9798.
21 The reader is reminded that, throughout, we shall refer to passages in A1 according to the bar 

numbering adopted in our new edition, which assigns the number 1 to the first bar of A1, omitting the 
two introductory instrumental bars later added in connection with the orchestral version of the Mass.

22 Nor would that have been possible in the long run, because, as we shall see below, there are par-
ticular instances where passages in S1 are longer (Agnus Dei) or shorter (Kyrie) than their counterparts 
in A1.
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Fig. 1a:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Kyrie,

S1, p. 1
(© National Museum – 

Czech Museum  
of Music, Prague)
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Fig. 1b:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Kyrie,
S1, p. 2
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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Fig. 1c:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Kyrie,

S1, p. 3
(© National Museum – 

Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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Fig. 1d:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Kyrie,
S1, p. 4
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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Fig. 1e:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Kyrie,

S1, p. 5
(© National Museum – 

Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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Fig. 1f:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Kyrie,
S1, p. 6
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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Fig. 1g:
Antonín Dvořák: Mass in D, 

opening of the Gloria, 
following the end 

of the Kyrie, S1, p. 7
(© National Museum – Czech 

Museum of Music, Prague)
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by a minim high E and crotchet D that double the choral alto part, before resuming with the 
same low F sharp in bar 32 as in A2. Possibly Dvořák decided to avoid the somewhat uncon-
ventional doubling of the alto part by the tenors (an interesting touch as it was), or thought 
better of the slightly awkward downward leap from the D at the end of 31 to the F sharp of 32.

Consider the bottom two systems of p. 2 in S1. The organ part has been omitted from the 
bottom system, where it could duplicate the vocal writing. However, Dvořák carelessly wrote 
the choral bass part not on the bottom stave (with an Fclef), but the penultimate stave, with 
a Gclef, though writing the notes as if they were determined by the Fclef. Moreover, in the 
event the organ part did not merely double the vocal writing, but was richer: in A1 we find 
that in the second half of bar 31 (corresponding to the penultimate bar of the last system of 
p. 2 of S1) the left hand displays the crotchet movement G sharp, A sharp, B, anticipating the 
same movement one bar later, where it doubles the choral tenors. Thus, in omitting the organ 
part the composer kept his options open, as it were, and in proceeding from S1 to A1 was of 
course able to create an organ part that need not merely double the vocal writing. (In contrast, 
it would seem that for the most part Dvořák was reluctant to elaborate on the organ part 
where it had already been written out in S1.)

There are further differences in verbal underlay, associated with concomitant differences in 
note durations. Thus, on p. 3, system 1, bars 1 and 2, we find that the tenors sing two dotted 
minims followed by a further two dotted minims, to the syllables -e e-/lei-, whilst in A1 the 
same pitches are sung to the syllables -lei-/son- e-lei in bars 3334, with the note durations 
being necessarily a semibreve, followed by a minim, crotchet and dotted minim in the next 
bar. Why would Dvořák have made such a change? The answer would seem to reside in the 
previous bar – namely, the bottom system of p. 2 of S1. There, we can see that Dvořák has 
neglected to write any words under the male voice parts, despite the fact that their rhythm 
differs appreciably from that of the female voices over them. Moreover, the first system on 
p. 3 (where the music continues) had an abortive first bar, faintly written, which was later 
crossed out. Consequently, though Dvořák meticulously wrote out the words for the tenor on 
p. 3, these turned out not to be compatible with what went before, when he came to write 
the complete verbal underlay in A1. The change was thus a necessary correction, rather than 
the result of an aesthetic preference. It merely emerged as a result of what was worked out in 
detail for the first time when he came to write out A1.

System 1 of p. 3 is interesting for other reasons also. Discounting the partial, crossed out 
bar 1 of the system already encountered, we notice that after the first two bars there are a 
further four bars only partially worked out (in particular, with the parts for female voices 
being left blank); these four bars have been crossed out, and the first four bars of system 2 
constitute their replacement, following as they do the only valid two bars of system 1. Now the 
new version is in accord with A1, but it is interesting to confine ourselves to S1 and examine 
what Dvořák’s initial thought was, before it was superseded by the version he wrote anew and 
let stand. The four bars crossed out have the same choral bass line as the newer version (and 
that adopted in A1, bar 35ff), but with the tenor moving in parallel sixths above the basses. 
However, this idea apparently did not lead anywhere, petering out at the end of the system – 
with merely the tenor part fully written out, before all four bars were crossed out and a new 
attempt made on the next system (system 2 of p. 3) – which indeed came to fruition and was 
also adopted in A1. Finally, the last two bars of system 2 bear corrections made in heavy ink, 
rendering the result almost illegible. However, with hindsight – armed with A1 – we are indeed 
able to decipher what Dvořák intended, and even catch a glimpse of what he had previously 
considered. Intriguingly, in this case we cannot even rule out that Dvořák wrote the definitive 
version initially, then superimposed an alternative, but, thinking better of it, proceeded to 
obliterate the latter. For instance, the sopranos in the penultimate bar of system 2 (correspond-
ing to bar 40 of A1), who after their descent in crotchets D, C sharp, B natural, proceed to a 
dotted minim A sharp, at some stage moved upwards from the B natural; it is by no means 
obvious whether or not the version dismissed necessarily came first. 

We now turn to the soprano part in the fourth bar of system 3 of p. 3 (corresponding to 
bar 45 of A1). The first half of the bar consists of three crotchets; these are D, C sharp, D – in 
both S1 and A1. However, the “received” version found in published editions (p. 4 of the Novello 
vocal scores) has D, B, D. The Burghauser and Čubr edition,23 though supposedly based on A1, 
also has the D, B, D reading, adopted without any comment. Interestingly enough, E2 (p. 4, 
system 2, penultimate bar) supports the D, B, D reading. E1 is ambiguous here (p. 4, bottom 

23 BurghauSer , Jarmil and ČuBr , Antonín (eds.): Antonín Dvořák Mše D Dur. Varhanní verze, Praha: 
Supraphon, 1970; Bärenreiter, 2000.
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system, penultimate bar): the second crotchet was apparently originally B (in black pen), but 
someone enlarged the note with a pencil, making it look more like a C sharp; but “h” (meaning 
B natural) has been added with a pencil over the note! The confusion may have been resolved 
by referring to A2, where we find the B reading (p. 6, bar 3); this is not surprising, given that 
we know that Dvořák made use of E2 in preparing A2.

Also on p. 3 of S1 it is interesting to note the following. Dvořák ran out of space in the 
lower part of p. 3. He might have managed to fit four systems on a single page of twentyfour 
staves, requiring six staves per system (for the four vocal lines plus two for organ – since the 
pedal part is not written on a separate stave). However, he left a blank stave between the first 
two systems, and as a result, by the time he reached system 4 he had only five staves avail-
able. He was thus obliged to fit the choral tenor and bass parts onto a single stave. Might this 
suggest that he was working in such a flurry of inspiration that he did not take much heed 
of the disposition of what he was writing on the page? The writing seems – at least in this 
limited sense – to be unplanned and rather spontaneous.

At the bottom righthand corner of p. 3 he has written the instruction “D dur Končit!” 
(with a capital “K”) to himself, with a narrow underline placed predominantly between “D” and 
“dur” – whence it would follow that the underline was not intended to stress “dur” – that is, 
“major”. Could it be that in writing S1 here he had not yet composed the passage preceding 
the Christe section, and thus needed a reminder that by the time he reached the end of p. 3 he 
should have returned to the home key? If so, this might suggest that he had planned rough 
proportions and grand sweeps, but that a skeleton needed to be filled in. In this instance per-
haps there were no other drafts to rely upon, and it is thus conceivable that he wished to aid 
his memory with such an indication. Of course we have no means of telling precisely at what 
stage he wrote “D dur Končit” at the end of p. 3. Could it be that he did so before starting S1, 
or perhaps when he had modulated to B minor? One way or the other, it is significant that he 
chose to write those words.

The lower half of p. 2 and the whole of p. 3 are lacking in key signature, but the F and C 
sharps are clearly intended to hold.

A further point of musical interest may be found on p. 4 of S1, system 2, bar 3, the tenor 
holds a D flat over the whole bar, and the choral bass engages in a movement consisting of B 
flat, A, B flat, C (a minim, crotchet, minim and crotchet, respectively). In bar 64 of A1, to which 
this passage corresponds, in contrast it is the choral basses who hold a B flat over the entire 
bar, and it is the tenors who have the minim, crotchet, minim, crotchet movement – now over 
the notes D flat, C, D flat, E flat.

A more minor, nonetheless interesting, point arises on p. 5 of S1, where, on system 2, bar 3, 
the sopranos repeat a figure consisting of a crotchet rest, dotted crotchet and quaver (lacking 
verbal underlay, but presumably for the syllables Chris-te). The version in A1 (at bar 81) instead 
has a crotchet rest followed by a minim, tied to an ensuing crotchet – clearly an imaginative 
variation over that in S1, avoiding repetitiousness and affording the climax a sense of breadth 
and grandeur, as well as forming a canopy of sorts with the soprano line, below which the 
two inner parts maintain their crotchet movement.24 

 A highly noticeable difference arises on page 5 of S1; the organ passage of bars 8994 of 
A1, leading to the reprise of the Kyrie, here consists of a mere two bars. It is difficult to specu-
late whether it should be taken at face value as it stands, or whether it was merely a kind of 
shorthand or skeleton to be filled in, extended and elaborated later. 

Finally, we draw attention to a further point of interest: on p. 5 of S1, in bar 6 of the bot-
tom system, Dvořák brings in the choral altos in what corresponds to the second half of bar 
94; the altos start singing a sort of accompaniment (but not the imitative theme); but Dvořák 
soon abandons this false start (which merely follows the organ right hand), albeit without 
crossing it out. He leaves a blank bar (p. 6, first bar) before the imitative alto entry retained 
in the definitive version (A1, bar 98 – the second bar of p. 6 of S1).

24 In this instance the A1 version (which may be found in all subsequent sources) could thus reason-
ably be considered an improvement over S1. However, as we shall see below, there may sometimes be 
little to choose between the respective versions on aesthetic grounds alone. We also need to be aware 
of the fact that, conditioned as we are by the definitive version, we may find it difficult to judge the 
merits of the sketch. It is, however, instructive to have both side by side, and in some instances there is 
also a case to be made for hearing excerpts from the sketch (we shall discuss the feasibility of this later) 
and thus experience it in the air of aural actuality: Dvořák of course never intended his sketches to be 
performed, but as a musical experiment, for purposes of illustration or demonstration, such a procedure 
would not be without its merits.
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Some examples drawn from the rest of the Mass 
Gloria opening (p. 7,  Fig. 2): Dvořák first commenced the movement with the sopranos enter-
ing in bar 1, and the altos in bar 2, choral basses in bar 3 and the tenors in bar 4 (system 1); 
but he crossed this out, and made a fresh start on system 2. Here, he appears initially to have 
started with a soprano lead (bar 1), followed by alto two beats later, with the tenors arriving 
in the beginning of the second bar, and finally the choral basses in the second half of that bar. 
He then seems to have changed his mind again, adding another fourstave system overlapping 
with the current system (exploiting the blank stave between the original choral bass line and 
organ right hand, the two organ staves, and the blank stave between the current system and 
the next), labelling this additional system “anebo tak” (which may be translated as: “or else, 
thus:”), eventually adopting the present arrangement whereby the tenors, basses, altos and 
sopranos enter one after another in halfbar intervals. However, he has indicated this in a 
somewhat confusing manner, since he appears to have gone through an intermediate stage – 
with the basses, then tenors, then altos, and then finally sopranos entering in succession. In 
reaching his final decision to start with the tenors followed by the basses, he has labelled the 
bottom stave “Tenori”, and the stave directly above that “Bassi”. Thus, inspecting this page 
of the sketch furnishes us with no fewer than three “snapshots”, indicating Dvořák’s earliest 
known thought, its revision (serving as an intermediate stage), as well as the final version.

The manner in which Dvořák grappled with Latin is also interesting to observe. On p. 8, 
system 3,  Fig. 3) we notice that instead of a threesyllable setting of lau-da-mus (as in bar 
31 of the definitive version), he writes la-u-da-mus. Furthermore, be-ne-di-ci-mus, which in its 

Fig. 2:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Gloria,
S1, p. 7, systems 1-2
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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definitive version (bars 3233) has a clear stress on the third syllable, and accordingly comprises 
a crotchet rest followed by two quavers, a crotchet and two further quavers, respectively, in 
the sketch appears as, in effect, be-ne-di-ci-mus, consisting as it does of a quaver rest followed 
by three quavers and two crotchets (system 1, p. 9,  Fig. 4). Dvořák seems to have thought 
better of this, and summarily crossed out the first two bars of p. 9, without, however, replac-
ing them by a corrected version. Inter alia, this means that the end result cannot be taken 
at face value, and in such instances the sketch cannot be performed as it stands. It needs to 
be edited, using our knowledge of Dvořák’s autograph A1, to allow us to create a performable 
version of the sketch. 

Fig. 3:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Gloria,
S1, p. 8, system 3

(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 

of Music, Prague)

The definitive version sometimes heightens or accentuates aspects of particular passages 
found in a more restrained form in its antecedent in S1. Thus, for instance, the upward oc-
tave movement of the tenor on the first syllable of no-bis in A1 (bar 125) was preceded in S1 
by a movement merely from a low C sharp to a dotted minim F sharp a fourth above (bar 3, 
system 2, p. 13,  Fig. 5), whereby a rather low register was maintained (vocally and dynami-
cally). 

Quoniam: In the definitive version, this starts at the end of bar 148. The F sharp major 
chord sung to the second syllable of no-bis, bearing a fermata, is followed by an octave D in 

Fig. 4:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Gloria,
S1, p. 9, system 1

(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 

of Music, Prague)
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the fourth beat performed by organ alone, and the tenors and bases appear in bar 149, singing 
a D to the accompaniment of a D major chord. Over a D pedal, this turns into a second inver-
sion G major chord as the sopranos and altos arrive a bar later. This is followed by a second 
inversion B minor chord, with a long F sharp pedal. Dvořák modulates to E minor ( Jesu Christe, 
bar 157), and further modulations lead us to D major in bar 163, where the cum sancto spirito 
fugue starts.

But in the sketch (p. 14, systems 23,  Fig. 6a, continuing into p. 15, system 1,  Fig. 6b), 
the picture is dramatically different. Bar 148 does indeed have an F sharp major chord, but 

Fig. 5:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Gloria,
S1, p. 13, system 2
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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there is no change in harmony in the bar (the chorus have a crotchet rest on the fourth beat), 
and the Quoniam is sung to a C sharp over the next bar, and not a D. In the next bars we have 
a second inversion F sharp major chord, a second inversion B major chord (unlike the B minor of 
bars 153156 of the definitive version), and then arriving at the E minor Jesu Christe analogous 
to bar 157 of the definitive version. Thus, the manner in which Dvořák proceeds from the end 
of the miserere nobis to the Jesu Christe dramatically differs.25 

Benedictus: In this particular example we find that S1 provides a foundation over which 
Dvořák’s subsequent thinking evolved in a fascinating manner, and, notably, in a way that 
did not relinquish the original idea found in S1. Consider bar 63 of the definitive version. The 
equivalent place in S1 is bar 3 of the first system on p. 37 ( Fig. 7). The passage now known 
as bars 6164 was played by solo organ in S1, and the voices are absent. In A1 (p. 42) an alto 
part was superimposed on the same organ part, with the syllables ve-nit in bar 63 being sung 
to repeated crotchets G, G, against the ascending organ crotchets G, A, with a semibreve G held 
above. In E1 and in E2 (p. 61) the organ accompaniment has been altered from that in S1 and 
A1, with a G replacing the previous A; and whereas in E1 the alto part retains the repeated 
G on the syllables ve-nit, in E2 this has been altered in ink, with ve-nit being sung as a result 
to the notes A, G, respectively, as opposed to the G, G prior to the alteration. In effect, Dvořák 
has introduced an appoggiatura A in the vocal part. This version is carried over to A2 (p. 75), 
with a minor modification of rhythm in the organ part. The crucial point is this: Dvořák may 
have gone “full circle”, in effect eventually returning to his original harmonies of S1 by the 
time he made his corrections on E2: the dissonant A embedded in the organ part in S1, though 
retained upon the addition of the (consonant) vocal part in A1, was ironed out in E1 and E2; 
but the dissonant A did return, in the corrected version of E2 and in E1.26

Of course, admittedly we cannot be entirely certain of the circumstances in which the dis-
sonant A was removed from the organ part in E1 and E2. Could it have been an error on Els-
nic’s part? But the fact is that the original organ version with its own A would not have been 
compatible with the alto’s appoggiatura A. The possibility does remain that Elsnic removed the 
A from the organ part in error, and as in other instances, Dvořák compensated for an error 
on Elsnic’s part by devising a new solution, and incorporating the dissonance by way of an 
appoggiatura in the vocal part, instead of the A in the organ part of S1 and A1. In either case, 
however, the passage provides us with an illuminating example where (unlike the previous ex-
ample entailing the radically different harmonies for the Quoniam in S1), though the standard 

25 It is difficult to choose between the two versions, and thus we can only speculate as to the reasons 
why Dvořák may have rethought his harmonic scheme bridging the F sharp major chord immediately 
preceding the Quoniam and the E minor of the Jesu Christe. Both versions seem elegant and fluent, and 
suitably dramatic, even if, accustomed as we are to the standard version, we may initially find the sketch 
to be somewhat strange.

26 Photographic reproductions of all five manuscript sources (S1, A1, E1, E2 and A2) may be found on 
pp. 9192 in utidj ian 2017a ( note 12).

Fig. 6b:
Antonín Dvořák: 

Mass in D,  
Gloria (Quoniam),
S1, p. 15, system 1

(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 

of Music, Prague)

 Fig. 6a:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D,  
Gloria (Quoniam),
S1, p. 14, systems 2-3
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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versions all “sound” different from their counterpart in S1, possessing as they do the choral 
alto line missing from S1, Dvořák has retained (if the removal of the A from E1 and E2 was an 
error attributable to Elsnic), or eventually returned to (if it was not) the same dis sonance we 
encountered in S1 – albeit taken away from the organ and placed in the choral part.

Agnus Dei: The impassioned choral bass cries of “miserere” at the tutti in bars 3845 of the 
definitive version are assigned to the whole chorus in S1 (p. 41, systems 1 and 2,  Fig. 8), 
with unison women and men moving in parallel octaves; whereas in bar 45, instead of the 
tutti sopranos of the definitive version, S1 has a solo soprano. Furthermore, between the end 
of bar 54 and the beginning of bar 55 of the definitive version, S1 has 8 bars of a cappella 
choral writing, to the words “Agnus dei qui tollis peccata mundi Dona nobis pacem Dona nobis 
pacem”27 (p. 42, system 1 bar 3 to system 2 bar 4,  Fig. 9); these bars were not crossed out 
in S1, but do not appear in any later source. Bar 5 of system 2 in S1 resumes at the point that 
corresponds to bar 55 of the definitive version, but instead of the ethereal siren call of the 

27 We have retained Dvořák’s peculiar capitalisation – or lack thereof – here.

Fig. 7:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Benedictus,
S1, p. 37, system 1
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)

Example 1:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Benedictus, 
bars 61-66 of definitive 
version (as per E2)
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divisi sopranos (bars 5556) – such a memorable feature of the Agnus Dei of this Mass – here 
we find that in S1 the right hand of the organ plays the soprano music, in the absence of any 
voices (p. 42, system 2, last two bars)! 

Instances where consideration of S1 has been of relevance to the preparation of our forthcom-
ing critical edition of the Mass
We now present three examples demonstrating the various ways in which a proper examina-
tion of S1 and its collation with the other sources has proved helpful in providing us with 
useful hints in the course of our preparation of the critical edition.

Credo: Consider bars 109112 of definitive version. Over the female voices phrasemarks may 
be found covering several syllables – in A1, E1 as well as E2. They appear to cover the syllables 
-cendit de coe- (of the words descendit de coelis). We have had occasion to discuss the deploy-
ment of slurs and phrasemarks over the vocal parts in the manuscript sources of Dvořák’s 
Mass in D in considerable detail in our recent work.28 The manuscripts make sparing use of 
such marks over the vocal parts, which renders the examples where they do appear worthy of 
investigation, and in several instances such indications may be highly suggestive of Dvořák’s 
desire to encourage legato singing. However, in this instance inspection of the continuous 
sketch S1 (p. 20, system 3,  Fig. 10) reveals that Dvořák originally organised the verbal text 
somewhat differently, and instead of a repetition of descendit – that is, descendit descendit 

28 See utidj ian , Haig: “Towards a new edition of Dvořák’s Mass in D”, Clavibus unitis 5 (2016), 
pp. 122, esp. pp. 48, http://www.acecs.cz/media/cu_2016_05_utidjian.pdf.

Fig. 8:
Antonín Dvořák: 

Mass in D, Agnus Dei,
S1, p. 41, system 1-2

(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 

of Music, Prague)

http://www.acecs.cz/media/cu_2016_05_utidjian.pdf
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de coelis as at present, in S1 Dvořák had a single descendit where in A1 there are two; the 
slur in S1 thus did represent the music to be sung to a single syllable of text, namely -cen- of 
descendit. It appears that in proceeding from his own sketch S1 to his own autograph score 
A1, Dvořák absentmindedly copied out the marking, even though it was no longer meaning-
ful, and Elsnic slavishly reproduced it in E2. This is an instance where examining S1 can help 

Fig. 9:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Agnus Dei,
S1, p. 42, system 1-2
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)
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us evaluate the significance of slurs or phrasemarks found in later sources. Though we have 
argued that at times such markings have a substantial expressive value, S1 is helpful in ascer-
taining whether or not they may have such significance, as opposed to a rather more banal, 
utilitarian purpose. 

Benedictus: Consider the soprano part in bar 24: the F sharp on beat 3 has been changed 
to a G by editors, but the latter reading is unattested in all MSS and VS1. A1 (p. 39) and S1 
(p. 35, system 2,  Fig. 11) testify that the resulting dissonance was not an oversight on the 
composer’s part. But in A2 (p. 73) a pencil (the Novello editor?) has encircled the F sharp and 
noted “g?”; the latter reading appears in VS2 but not in VS1. This constitutes an instance where 
the reading in S1 can assist us in corroborating a slightly surprising reading found in A1 (al-
though, admittedly, S1 is not the sole such source in this instance). 

Agnus Dei: Bar 30, soprano: the D is followed by quaver B natural in VS1, VS2 and all MS 
sources except for S1 (p. 40, system 2, last bar,  Fig. 12), where it is followed by a quaver 
C sharp; the latter is also supported by the organ part and by the analogy with bar 28; in 
the case of our forthcoming edition, it has therefore been retained as an alternative in a 
footnote.


Fig. 10:
Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Credo,
S1, p. 20, system 3
(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)

Fig. 11:
Antonín Dvořák: 

Mass in D, Benedictus,
S1, p. 35, system 2

(© National Museum – 
Czech Museum 

of Music, Prague)


Fig. 12:

Antonín Dvořák: 
Mass in D, Agnus Dei,

S1, p. 40, system 2
(© National Museum – 

Czech Museum 
of Music, Prague)

Concluding remarks
Dvořák made changes within S1, but for the most part changes were effected, rather, in 
proceeding from S1 to A1. These entailed filling in dynamics and other indications of nuance, 
filling in the verbal underlay where it was omitted in S1, and making corrections of errors in 
S1. In addition, we have encountered instances of bars in S1 being completely eschewed, or, on 
the contrary, added, in proceeding to A1 – with the result that a bar numbering common to 
S1 and A1 cannot always be maintained. 
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Most of the changes made in proceeding from S1 to A1 consist of elaboration over what 
was already in S1, modifications that serve to enhance or accentuate what was already there, 
or emendations that rendered the setting of the verbal underlay more natural in terms of 
verbal stresses. In particular instances, passages where the organ played on its own in S1 
were endowed with vocal parts in A1. We have encountered one particularly interesting such 
instance – where a dissonance in the solo organ part in S1 may have been temporarily ironed 
out (in E1 – whether in error or by design) but reintroduced in one of the vocal parts added 
(in E2 and A2) – indicating that Dvořák was unable to jettison his original harmonic vision. 
Yet we have also seen a very prominent example where Dvořák rethought the modulations in 
an eightbar passage, rendering A1 and later versions very different to their antecedent in S1.

In addition to its inherent interest in indicating something of the composer’s thought pro-
cesses, accruing both from changes made on S1 and those made in proceeding from S1 to A1, 
we have found that consideration of S1 has been useful in some respects in the preparation of 
our critical edition of the organ version of the Mass in D.

Some interesting questions are apt to arise: 
 Was S1 a “closed composition”? To what extent can it be deemed as being complete? In our 

judgement, S1 does not appear to have been anything more than an intermediate stage, and 
certain details are underdetermined (such as, for instance, the verbal underlay in many 
passages, and bars in the organ part that Dvořák did not write out). But there is a sense in 
which it was complete; to all intents and purposes the score is largely complete; and Dvořák 
appears to have proceeded with order and method, finishing S1 when he deemed it complete 
(at least to the extent to which he desired it to be) and immediately embarking upon A1. 
Thus, one might say that it was as complete as it needed to be (for the purpose of enabling 
Dvořák to write A1, legibly and with the minimum of corrections); but it was certainly not 
intended to be final or definitive.

 Could S1 be reconstructed in an experimental, performable version? Some passages are really 
not clearly legible, and we have seen that certain details are missing and would need to be 
reconstructed – perhaps by working backwards from A1. With the hindsight afforded by A1, 
it would indeed be possible to create a hypothetical performing version of S1. This could be 
useful, for instance, for the purpose of providing illustrations for a live public lecture or a 
radio programme – vividly demonstrating (for example) the rather dramatic change effected 
to the Quoniam by the composer in proceeding from S1 to A1.29

 Did Dvořák first commit his thoughts to paper on S1? We need to remember that the absence 
of evidence is not tantamount to evidence of absence. It is not unlikely that material of a 
more primitive nature – some sketches of various themes, outlines of particular movements, 
and the like – may have existed well before Dvořák wrote out his ideas coherently, continu-
ously, and in a manner that was largely complete, in S1. S1 strikes one as being rather ma-
ture (as evidenced by the fact that major changes are far fewer than instances of incremental 
modifications, and with long stretches being adopted in A1 essentially unaltered); and on 
the basis of some of Dvořák’s comments, and the existence of sketches for other works that 
consist of the odd theme jotted down here and there on a few staves, as also the existence 
of fragment S2, it would seem probable that other material may indeed have been committed 
to paper at an earlier stage, but which was not preserved. Indeed, it seems plausible that a 
continuous sketch of a preliminary version of a work may itself have been justifiably deemed 
more worthy of preservation than primitive sketches of discrete themes and disconnected 
fragments, which could be safely discarded, especially once they had been safely incorporated 
within a continuous sketch.30 

* * *

29 It has to be stressed that we would not for one moment propose that S1 enter the performing 
canon as a version in its own right. There is no evidence to suggest that Dvořák ever intended S1 to be 
performed – indeed, we have already noted that he commenced work on A1 on the very day on which 
he completed work on S1.

30 Nonetheless, we cannot be certain. It is conceivable that the relative brevity of movements of the 
Mass (in contrast to the very much more extended stretches encountered in fulllength opera scenes) 
may have rendered taking down preliminary sketches superfluous. Both extremes are notorious, respec-
tively exemplified by Beethoven, whose compositional processes are known to have been tortuous, and 
requiring much sketchwork, and by Mozart, who appears to have had a complete, detailed and final 
image of the music in his mind, that could then be committed directly to paper in a final form.
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In conclusion, we wish to stress that the present investigation is a mere introduction, giving 
a sample of some of the points of interest encountered; and that if we are to reach reliable 
conclusions of a more general nature about the manner in which Dvořák worked, it is essen-
tial to engage in a fuller investigation, involving similar enquiries with comparable material 
for other compositions. In the interim it would be unwise indeed to seek to generalise from 
the particular. Dvořák need not have been consistent in his methods at different times in his 
career. Works that were settings of verbal texts may have warranted different procedures than 
purely instrumental compositions; and works of greater duration and complexity may have 
entailed a larger number of intermediate stages, requiring greater recourse to pen and paper 
prior to the production of a final autograph. We nonetheless hope that even the present modest 
investigation may suffice to demonstrate that a fuller and more extensive enquiry, embracing 
a substantial proportion of the extant corpus of sketches by Antonín Dvořák, is likely to reap 
rewards in the shape of an enhanced understanding of the composer’s thinking, with a direct-
ness and immediacy that cannot be achieved by any other means.
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Jan Dismas Zelenka :
Missa Sancti Josephi, ZWV 14
Ed. Wolfgang Horn
Stuttgart: Carus verlag, 2018, 176 s.
iSMN M-007-14518-7 

posledních několik let jako by již předznamenávalo 
blížící se malé výročí hudebního skladatele Jana Dismase 
Zelenky (1679-1745), od jehož narození uplyne 340 let. 
vyšla (a stále vychází) celá řada nových nahrávek je-
ho děl, ale především notových edic, které stále širší 
okruh Zelenkových kompozic činí dostupný hudebním 
interpretům i vědcům. Jedním z posledních obohacení 
je urtextové vydání mešního cyklu Missa Sancti Josephi, 
ZWv 14. pro českou hudební veřejnost se nejedná o ne-
známé dílo, protože jeho nahrávku už před několika lety 
pořídil barokní orchestr Ensemble inégal pod vedením 
adama viktory (a ve Francii za ni získal prestižní ocenění 
Diapason découverte). 

Historii vzniku díla přibližuje v úvodním textu ně-
mecký muzikolog Wolfgang HoRN. Ten se Zelenkovi 
věnuje dlouhodobě a všichni, kdo si udržují přehled o ze-
lenkovském výzkumu, jeho jméno znají z řady jiných 

edic, textů i konferencí (kupříkladu je každoročním hos-
tem i na Zelenka Conference prague). Missa Sancti Josephi 
je určena pro tento svátek a neobsahuje Credo, takže ji 
tvoří oddíly Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus a Agnus Dei. Na to 
ostatně upozorňuje už její označení Messa senza Credo 
na dobovém katalogizačním štítku z 18. století. Skladba 
pochází z první poloviny třicátých let 18. století a tomu 
též odpovídá bohatá a monumentální instrumentace, jež 
je pro toto tvůrčí období J. D. Zelenky typická. vedle čtve-
řice sólistů a smíšeného sboru je zde orchestr obsazený 
dvěma flétnami, hoboji, lesními rohy, trubkami a tympá-
ny, dále pak smyčcovými nástroji s bassem continuem. Na 
základě analýzy dobových pramenů Horn dochází k ná-
zoru, že k premiéře mše mohlo v Drážďanech s největší 
pravděpodobností dojít 19. března 1732 na den sv. Josefa. 
Zároveň připomíná, že Josef byl křestním patronem císaře 
Josefa i. Habsburského, otce Marie Josefy, manželky syna 
saského kurfiřta augusta Silného. významný svátek pro 
panovnickou rodinu si tedy v dobové řeči barokních sym-
bolů dozajista zasluhoval oslavu v podobě monumentální 
Zelenkovy mše. 

předlohou této kritické edice (katalogové číslo Ca-
rus 27.082) byl jediný dochovaný pramen, kterým je 
Zelenkův autograf. Ten je dnes jako součást proslulé 
»Schranck iii« (skříně s duchovní hudbou drážďanského 
katolického dvorního kostela) uložen ve fondu Sächsische 
Landes- und universitätsbibliothek Dresden pod signa-
turou Mus. 2358-D-43. S ohledem na malé poškození 
některých stránek Wolfgang Horn notový zápis velmi 
citlivě zrekonstruoval. všechny editorské zásahy jsou 
standardně komentovány v kritické zprávě, případně jsou 
viditelné přímo v partituře (např. použitím kurzívy pro 
doplňovaný text, nebo přerušovaných ligatur a legat). po 
stránce notografického zpracování jistě každý interpret 
ocení výborně zvolenou proporci mezi velikostí tiskové 
strany a notové osnovy se znaky, která je výtečně pře-
hledná. vzhledem ke značnému a ještě se proměňujícímu 
počtu řádků notové osnovy (až sedmnáct řádků) bych 
uvítal ještě značení hudebních nástrojů pomocí zkratek 
na každé straně. vlastní partituru doplňuje předmluva 
a poznámky k provozovací praxi v německém a anglic-
kém jazyce, sedm faksimilových příloh a kritická zpráva 
v němčině. 

Celkovou kvalitou edičního zpracování náleží vydání 
Missa Sancti Josephi od Jana Dismase Zelenky rozhodně 
mezi vysoce kvalitní příspěvky do nabídky hudebnin to-
hoto autora, což si plně zasluhuje jak samo mimořádné 
dílo, tak i hudební odkaz jednoho z předních komponistů 
pozdního baroka. 

Lukáš M. VytlAčil (praha)
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